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Abstract 

Quantum dots are nanocrystalline semiconductors in which the size is so small that 

optoelectronic properties are size dependent. QDs have a lot of applications in displays, solar 

cells, lasers, light emitting diodes, etc. The optoelectronic properties of QDs depend on their 

size, composition, the shape of the particles and also the surface chemistry of the QDs. 

Phosphine based precursors have been mostly used in the synthesis of QDs. Due to the lack of 

tunable reactivity, this class of precursors, QDs with different shape are obtained by under 

different reaction conditions. With that, branched QDs are less likely to be obtained in one step 

reaction using phosphine based precursors. 

To synthesis QDs with a branched structure, in a single step synthesis, mixtures of 

precursors with different reactivity were used. Using dichalcogenides mixture, CdSe1-xSx 

hyperbranched supra-quantum dots (HSQDs) where synthesized in a one-step microwave-

assisted synthesis and shape evolution mechanism of formation of NCs studied. It is shown that 

the NCs formed in three steps of nucleation, aggregation, and growth. By controlling the reaction 

conditions, simple branched tetrapod NCs are prepared, but the obtained NCs have no emission 

due to unpassivated surface and defects which work as trap. 

To obtain luminescent NCs obtained through doping. Hyperbranched Mn2+:ZnSe1-xSx 

NCs also prepared using a mixture of Ph2Se2 and Me2S2. The shape evolution mechanism of the 

formation of NCs was studied and it is shown that the NCs are formed via oriented attachment of 

initially formed nanoparticles. The NCs used for thiol sensing, and it observed that they have a 

better sensitivity and detection limit than spherical QDs.  



  

Although hyperbranched NCs have higher sensitivities over nonbranched NCs but, the 

spherical NCs have better detection limit and can dispersed in aqueous medium by ZnS shell 

growth followed by silica shell formation. To study the effect of ZnS shell thickness on sensing 

property of NCs, a set of spherical Mn:ZnSe@ZnS with different ZnS shell thickness were 

prepared and used for thiol sensing. It observed that in organic medium, thinner ZnS layer gives 

the highest sensitivity and QDs with thick ZnS shell layer have less sensitivity. For measurement 

in aqueous medium, QDs transferred to PBS buffer after formation of silica shell over QDs. It 

observed that NCs with a thin ZnS shell layer lose their emission and sensing completely. Thick 

ZnS shell protects NCs in the silica shell formation step but they show very low sensitivity to 

thiol compounds as well. ZnS shell with medium thickness gives the best sensitivity in an 

aqueous medium. 

The emission of Mn:ZnSe@ZnS QDs originated from d-d electron transition of Mn(II) 

ions and is independent to the size of QDs. To extend our study to QDs with band edge emission, 

preparation of luminescent InP QDs by post-synthetic modification is studied. InP NCs were 

synthesized using heat up method and successive injection of precursors. Narrow size 

distribution NCs obtained after size selection precipitation. Emissive NCs obtained after etching 

using InCl3 and fluoride containing salts. The study showed that more InCl3 case more etching 

and presence of fluoride-containing salt is necessary for band edge emission of the NCs.  
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Abstract 

Quantum dots are nanocrystalline semiconductors in which the size is so small that 

optoelectronic properties are size dependent. QDs have a lot of applications in displays, solar 

cells, lasers, light emitting diodes, etc. The optoelectronic properties of QDs depend on their 

size, composition, the shape of the particles and also the surface chemistry of the QDs. 

Phosphine based precursors have been mostly used in the synthesis of QDs. Due to the lack of 

tunable reactivity, this class of precursors, QDs with different shape are obtained by under 

different reaction conditions. With that, branched QDs are less likely to be obtained in one step 

reaction using phosphine based precursors. 

To synthesis QDs with a branched structure, in a single step synthesis, mixtures of 

precursors with different reactivity were used. Using dichalcogenides mixture, CdSe1-xSx 

hyperbranched supra-quantum dots (HSQDs) where synthesized in a one-step microwave-

assisted synthesis and shape evolution mechanism of formation of NCs studied. It is shown that 

the NCs formed in three steps of nucleation, aggregation, and growth. By controlling the reaction 

conditions, simple branched tetrapod NCs are prepared, but the obtained NCs have no emission 

due to unpassivated surface and defects which work as trap. 

To obtain luminescent NCs obtained through doping. Hyperbranched Mn2+:ZnSe1-xSx 

NCs also prepared using a mixture of Ph2Se2 and Me2S2. The shape evolution mechanism of the 

formation of NCs was studied and it is shown that the NCs are formed via oriented attachment of 

initially formed nanoparticles. The NCs used for thiol sensing, and it observed that they have a 

better sensitivity and detection limit than spherical QDs.  



  

Although hyperbranched NCs have higher sensitivities over nonbranched NCs but, the 

spherical NCs have better detection limit and can dispersed in aqueous medium by ZnS shell 

growth followed by silica shell formation. To study the effect of ZnS shell thickness on sensing 

property of NCs, a set of spherical Mn:ZnSe@ZnS with different ZnS shell thickness were 

prepared and used for thiol sensing. It observed that in organic medium, thinner ZnS layer gives 

the highest sensitivity and QDs with thick ZnS shell layer have less sensitivity. For measurement 

in aqueous medium, QDs transferred to PBS buffer after formation of silica shell over QDs. It 

observed that NCs with a thin ZnS shell layer lose their emission and sensing completely. Thick 

ZnS shell protects NCs in the silica shell formation step but they show very low sensitivity to 

thiol compounds as well. ZnS shell with medium thickness gives the best sensitivity in an 

aqueous medium. 

The emission of Mn:ZnSe@ZnS QDs originated from d-d electron transition of Mn(II) 

ions and is independent to the size of QDs. To extend our study to QDs with band edge emission, 

preparation of luminescent InP QDs by post-synthetic modification is studied. InP NCs were 

synthesized using heat up method and successive injection of precursors. Narrow size 

distribution NCs obtained after size selection precipitation. Emissive NCs obtained after etching 

using InCl3 and fluoride containing salts. The study showed that more InCl3 case more etching 

and presence of fluoride-containing salt is necessary for band edge emission of the NCs.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

  1-1 Semiconductor NCs 

Materials are classified as conductive, insulators and semiconductors based on their electric 

conductivity1. In semiconductor materials, the energy gap between the valence band and the 

conduction band is small enough so that a small portion of electrons occupy the valence band.1 

When a bulk semiconductor material absorbs a photon, an electron of the valence band can be 

promoted into the conduction band. As a result, a quasi-particle called an exiton (Figure 1-1) 

forms in which there is a hole in the valence band and an electron in the conduction band2.   

 

 
Figure  1-1 Formation of an exciton in the semiconductor due to the promotion of an electron from the 

valance band to the conduction band.3 

 

In an exiton, depending on the material, the electron and hole orbit each other at a distance from 

a few to tens of nanometers, so-called Bohr radius.2,3 The exciton recombines by emitting a 

photon, photoluminesence, or through nonradiative processes. A semiconductor material is 

called a quantum dot (QD) when the crystallite is small enough so that the possible separation 

distance between the excited electron and hole is smaller than the natural Bohr radius of 
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material.2-4 In other words, in a QD the potential energy function model is a “particle-in-a-box” 

quantum mechanical system.2–4 

The energy band structure of QDs is quantized at the band edge and then it is continuous. As 

shown in Figure 1-2 this energy band structure is in between that of molecules, which have 

completely distinct energy levels, and that of bulk semiconductors, which have continuous 

energy levels.4–6  

 

 
Figure  1-2 Electronic energy states of a bulk semiconductor, quantum dot and a molecule. Reprinted with 
permission from ref 6. Copyright © 2010, American Chemical Society.  

 

As a result, the absorption spectra of QDs have a distinct sharp peak and broad absorption at 

higher energies. In other words, QDs combine the properties of small molecule fluorophores and 

bulk semiconductors (Figure 1-3). 
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Figure  1-3 UV-Vis absorption spectrum of a QD (red) and an organic molecule (Rhodamine)7 (blue). 
Reprinted with permission from ref 7. Copyright © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. 
 
Due to quantum confinement a decrease in the size of QDs causes the exiton to have higher 

energy so smaller QDs, have higher energy excitons.8,9 Thus, by tuning the size of QDs the 

electronic states and associated properties such as optical properties can be tuned. Figure 1-4, 

shows a rainbow of fluorescent colors all produced by CdSe QDs of various sizes. 

 

 
Figure  1-4 Size-dependent emission of CdSe QDs. Reprinted with permission from ref 31 

 

QDs have several advantages over organic dyes. In term of quality, extremely bright QDs with 

quantum yields (QYs) near unity can be prepared.10 Regarding photostability, unlike organic dye 
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molecules that tend to photobleach over a short period, QDs can last very long under constant 

excitation.7,11,12 Any dye has a very narrow absorption spectral window (Figure 1-3), but QDs 

absorb any photons with higher energy than their bandgap and also have much larger absorption 

coefficients. Although dyes have better Stoke shift than QDs but the ability of QDs in the 

absorption of photon far above their band gap overcome their small Stoke shift.7,11–15 These 

advantages made QDs very versatile for different applications. For instance, tunable energy gaps 

and multiple exciton generation features are very desirable for making solar cells.7,11,13,14 The 

spectral tunability and high luminescence efficiency of QDs make them excellent for light 

emitting diodes (LED).16,17 Notably, the luminance of displays for QD LEDs can be 10 to 100 

times higher than organic LEDs.18 

 

 1-2 II-VI QDs 

 Among different types of nanomaterials, two classes of metal chalcogenides and noble metal 

nanoparticles are the most investigated due to their special electronic, optical, and catalytic 

properties.19–21 

Oxygen (O), sulfur (S), selenium (Se), tellurium (Te) and polonium (Po) are the chemical 

elements of group 16 of the periodic table and are known as chalcogens.19 Metal chalcogenide 

QDs mainly consist of sulfur, selenium and tellurium as the chalcogenide.  QDs such as PbS, 

Ag2S, CdS, ZnS, CdSe, and CdTe have broad absorbance in UV–Visible–IR range of 

electromagnetic spectrum.18 These QDs have multiple exciton generation capability in which 

more than one photo induced electron-hole pair can be generated in a QD particle.21–25 The color 

purity of their emission depends on the size distribution of the QDs, and their QY depends on 

their surface chemistry of the QDs.19–21 
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Metal chalcogenides QDs attracted considerable attention due to their easy synthesis, lower cost 

of the precursors, and higher performance in comparison with comparison with III-V QDs such 

as InP and InAs and InGaP.29 Their photovoltaic and photo-optical properties are particularly 

studed12 due to their application potentials in solar cells, optoelectronic sensors, bioimaging, 

cancer detection (Figure 1-5)30 and tracking particles or cells.31  

 
Figure  1-5 Metal chalcogenides can be used for different applications from visible to the near-infrared 
area. Reprinted with permission from ref 31.  

 
For most of the applications, QDs with specific morphology, crystallinity, and composition are 

required. So controlling these parameters is critical role in their applications and performance.32   

 

 1-3 Ternary alloy materials 

As mentioned, size and composition are the two main factors that determine the optoelectronic 

properties of QDs.33 The most common method for achieving the desired band gap is by tuning 

the size of QDs,20,26,27 but, the size of QDs plays an important role in their application. Figure 1-6 

shows the band gap energies of popular binary semiconductors. For a typical semiconductor QD, 

the band gap of bulk semiconductor and its Bohr radius determine the spectra at which the 

different sizes QDs will have band edge emission which mean one can not obtain QDs of a 

semiconductor with desired size and desired band edge emission.34–36 In some cases the size of 

QDs might limit their application. For instance, in case of solar cells, using QDs with different 
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band gaps increases the light harvesting efficiency, but smaller QDs that have larger band gaps, 

has less efficient charge transfer. In bioimaging and labeling, small QDs are desirable, but due to 

the higher penetration of infrared light into tissues,38 QDs with emission in infrared region are 

more desirable. By just relying on quantum confinement of QDs, one can obtain infrared 

emotion from larger QDs.37 When QDs are incorporated into mesoporous materials and other 

superstructures also their size can significantly affect their application.39 

 

 
Figure  1-6 The band gap of some popular binary semiconductors materials (VB: valence band and CB: 
conduction band). Reprinted with permission from ref 34.  

 

As the optoelectronic properties of ternary alloyed QDs can be tuned by changing not only the 

size but also the composition, the application limitations related to the size of QDs can be solved 

by tuning the composition. Among different alloys, ternary alloy QDs are of primary interest 

because the optical properties are tunable simply by adjusting the stoichiometric ratio of two 

components in the composition of the alloy.40 Ternary QDs these materials have attracted 

enormous attention to for use in lasers,41 solar cells,42 light-emitting devices (LEDs)28, 

bioimaging and biological fluorescence labeling.31 

There are two different ways to classify alloy QDs. One is based on composition components. In 

this classification, if the parent semiconductors have common anion or cation, the alloy is a 
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ternary QD (three element alloys) and if the parents have no common element, the alloy will be a 

quartenary QD (four element alloy).40,43,44 The second classification is based on the homogeneity 

of the structure.40 Homogeneous QDs have the same composition in the entire particle.40 

Gradient particles have different compositions at the center and surface and the composition of 

particle smoothly change.45–51 In core-shell structures, the composition of the core and the shell 

is different and changes drastically at the layers interface.40 

 

In comparison, colloidal II-VI QDs such as CdS, ZnTe and CdSe with size-tunability, high 

crystallinity and narrow size distribution were prepared in 1980s.36–38 Regarding the properties, 

due to their wide energy bands, the wavefunctions of the III-V materials are delocalized, but 

ionic solids have narrower energy bands and localized wavefunctions. When the wavefunctions 

and electrons are more localized, the dielectric constants are larger which cause attraction 

between holes and electrons to be stronger. III-V QDs have high charging energies and nonlinear 

optical susceptibilities which make them great candidates for being used in telecommunication 

field as photonic components for single-electron switching devices.39,40 The main advantage of 

II-VI QDs is their ease synthesis, low cost of precursors and high quality and their biggest 

disadvantage is that cadmium-based QDs emit in the visible region of electromagnetic spectrum 

and cadmium toxicity limits their applications. Because of toxicity of cadmium, attentions have 

shifted to the indium-based QDs.18,41,42 

 

 1-4 III-V and II-VI semiconductors 

Groups III-V and II-VI semiconductors QDs are the most promising and studied semiconductor 

materials, however, they have differences.52 The bonding of group III-V materials has higher 

covalent characteristic which causes the properties of the III-V QDs to be dramatically different 
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from those of the II-VI materials with more ionic bonds.53,54 This difference affects both the 

synthesis and properties of these two classes of materials significantly. The covalent nature of 

the bond of the III-V materials causes their synthesis to be more challenging and until very 

recently the synthesized QDs suffered from poor crystallinity and low quantum yield.33-35 

In comparison, colloidal II-VI QDs such as CdS, ZnTe and CdSe with size-tunability, high 

crystallinity and narrow size distribution were prepared in 1980s.55–57 Regarding the properties, 

due to their wide energy bands, the wavefunctions of the III-V materials are delocalized, but 

ionic solids have narrower energy bands and localized wavefunctions. When the wavefunctions 

and electrons are more localized, the dielectric constants are larger which cause attraction 

between holes and electrons to be stronger. III-V QDs have high charging energies and nonlinear 

optical susceptibilities which make them a great candidate for being used in telecommunication 

field as photonic components for single-electron switching devices.58,59 The main advantage of 

II-VI QDs is their ease synthesis, low cost of precursors and high quality and their biggest 

disadvantage is that cadmium-based QDs emit in the visible region of electromagnetic spectrum 

and cadmium toxicity limits their applications. Because of toxicity of cadmium, attentions have 

shifted to the indium-based QDs.18,60,61  

 

 1-5 Mn2+-Doped NCs 

In bulk semiconductors, optical and electronic properties can be affected by impurities.62–65 For 

instance, dopants can provide carriers of electrical current by donating electrons to the 

semiconductor in n-type doped materials or taking electrons from the semiconductor in p-type 

doped semiconductors. It should be noted that the synthesis of alloys is different from doping.65 

Alloys have different band gap and quantum confinement from their parent semiconductors; 

however, doping introduces new electronic energy levels without changing the band gap of the 
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host quantum dot.40 In the case of QDs, due to the confinement of the electronic states into a 

small volume, different phenomena might be observed. As Mn(II) has a visible phosphorescence 

at ∼580 nm resulted from the Mn2+ 4T1 → 6A1 transition, manganese-doped QDs have very 

different emission properties from analogous undoped QDs.66 However, the 4T1 and 6A1 energy 

levels should be within the band gap of material.67 With that, research groups have developed 

different procedures for doping of wide band gap materials such as ZnSe with Mn(II).66,68–73 As a 

result, these materials have a large Stokes shift which is an important advantage in some 

applications such as bioanalysis in by minimizing self-quenching of the PL68. Another advantage 

of Mn(II)-doped QDs is that Mn2+ acts as a paramagnetic center (S = 5/2) and the doped NCs can 

be paramagnetic.67,73  

 

 1-6 Shape evolution of semiconductor NCs 

By controlling reaction parameters during the synthesis, QDs with different shapes can be 

prepared. 

 

 
Figure  1-7 Effect of reduced dimensionality, (a) Charge carriers are confined in a semiconductor (red) 
with a smaller bandgap than the cladding semiconductor (blue). The confinement changes the density of 
states D(E). Ec is the conduction-band edge of a 3D semiconductor. Reprinted with permission from ref 
14. Copyright © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. 
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As it shown in Figure 1-7, the shape of NCs determines the energy of the electron states and 

band gap of the particles. For instance in case of CdSe, an spherical quantum dot (QD) has a 

larger band gap, and the density of electron and hole states are less than those of an elongated 

quantum dot. By increasing the temperature, the bandgap gets smaller in both shapes, but the 

change for spherical QDs is less.74 It is shown that the shape of silicon nanoparticles also 

strongly affects their optical properties and the band gap of cubic nanoparticles is smaller than 

octahedral of the same volume.75  

Branched NCs can have enhanced properties from their spherical or enlongated counterparts, 

which leads to their higher functionality.76 Due to that, branched NCs are used as highly 

beneficial elements in water-splitting systems,77 light-emitting diodes, batteries, solar cells,6,10−13 

and single-electron transistors.78 Among different morphologies of branched QDs, colloidal 

tetrapod nanocrystals have unique properties and advantages over spherical QDs.79,80 Tetrapod 

QDs have relatively large absorption cross sections, intrinsic efficient charge separation in which 

the arms and cores tend to have different charges, and long biexciton lifetime and enhanced 

charge transport.81–84 Moreover, enhanced self-assembly and self-aligning of tetrapods gives 

advantages when device assembly. For example, changing the surface ligands of QDs affects the 

self-assembly and causes obtaining the reproducible nanoscopic morphology after infusion of 

QDs in polymers to be challenging. It is shown that self-assembly of CdSe tetrapods can be 

independent of surface ligands, which enables more reproducible infusion of tetrapod QDs in 

semiconducting polymers.85 Also, in dye-sensitized solar cells 86 and lithium ion batteries, 87 self-

aligning of tetrapods on the substrate and their higher surface area, increases their charge 

transfer, resulting in higher performance of the device.76,88 These advantages caused tetrapods 
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QDs to be studied as a promising candidate for lasers89, light emitting diodes, photovoltaic 

devices,90, and dual electroluminescence.91 

Despite the great success in the engineering of the shape and size of NCs, there is still a lack of 

fundamental understanding in the mechanism of formation of some structures. For instance, there 

are just few general approaches for engineering the final shape of nanocrystals.92–94 Even, in 

those cases that the shape evolution processes are demonstrated, the experimental conditions 

needs to be studied for the synthesis of other materials with the desired shape.32  

 

 1-7 Microwave-assisted NCs synthesis 

Microwave heating is being used widely in the synthesis of both organic and inorganic 

compounds. 95–99 In a conventional flask heating system, the heat goes from the container wall to 

the reaction mixture and because of that, the heating is not uniform through the mixture.100,101 

However, in microwave assisted reactions, microwave irradiation causes heat generation and the 

components with good microwave dissipation factors.97,102 Considering the delicate synthetic 

procedures of high-quality QDs, which require air and moisture free conditions, conventional 

heating and Schilink lines are mainly used in the QD synthesis.97 However, considering the 

advantages of microwave heating including fast, uniform, and direct heating of reaction mixture 

and precursors, there is an interest in the microwave-assisted synthesis of QDs.97 Moreover, as 

usually sealed vessels are used in microwave-assisted synthesis, precursors and solvents with 

low boiling can be used in these synthesizes, but also, volatile intermediates that might be 

formed during the reaction will remain in the reaction mixture. The later can be more important 

in the synthesis of alloys. If the precursor of one component of ally has a low boiling point, in 
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Schlenk line synthesis, the reaction parameters such as temperature need to be controlled 

carefully to get alloys with the same composition in batch to batch synthesizes.102 

The above discussion shows that the properties of semiconductor NCs are dependents to several 

factors such as their composition, size and shape. Researchers try different methods to obtain 

desired NCs such as using different precursors, synthetic methods or by post-synthetic 

modification. 

Here, we will examine synthesis of branched heterostructure NCs in a single-step reaction using 

mixture of precursors with different reactivities. Then we will examine single-step synthesis of 

dopped branched NCs for obtaining luminescent hyperbranched NCs. In the end, we study 

surface passivation using post-synthetic modifications for achieving band-edge emission.  

The goals of this thesis  are as follows:  

I. Synthesis of heterostructure branched NCs in a single step reaction using mixture and 

study of shape evolution mechanism. (Chapter 2).  

II. Achieve luminescent hyperbranched NCs through doping and examine their application 

potential as a chemical sensor (Chapters 3 and 4).  

III. Tuning NCs properties using post-synthetic modification by ligand exchange based on 

hard-soft ligand/ion classification (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2 - Microwave-Assisted Synthesis and Assembly of 

Hyperbranched supra Quantum Dot CdE (E = S, Se, Te) 

Nanocrystals 

  2-1 Introduction 

Asymmetric heterostructures of semiconductor nanocrystalline materials _ so-called quantum 

dots (QDs) _ are ideal candidates for photocatalysis1,2 and other light-driven charge-transfer 

processes such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs),3–5 solar cells,6–8 displays,4,5,9 field-effect 

transistors,10,11 photodetectors,12 and lasers.10,13,14 

Size-tunable optoelectronic properties are frequently highlighted as a desirable feature of QDs 

and formation of alloys and heterostructures provides additional optoelectronic tunability.4,13,15,16 

Asymmetric structures offer electronic tunability as well as more complicated changes in 

material properties due to changes in crystallinity and surface area. During the last decade 

dichalcogenides have attracted more attention as precursors for the synthesis of metal 

compounds of all group VI elements.17-18 They have several advantages over the other precursors 

such as phosphine, urea or silyl based chalcogenide and dissolved sulfur and selenium in organic 

solvents. For example, relatively weak E−E bonds make them suitable for synthesis at lower 

reaction temperatures. However, their reactivity can be tuned by changing the organic 

substituents.17,18 

Dichalcogenides have been used to synthesize nanocrystals of different ternary, quaternary, and 

quinary metal chalcogenide such as ZnSe1-xSx,19 Cu2ZnSn(SSe)4,20 Cu2CdSn(S1−xSex)4, 

SnxGe1−xSe, Cu2−xSySe1−y, Cu2SnSe3, and CuFeSe2.18 But there are just a few studies on the 
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reaction of mixtures of dichalcogenides. Guo et al. demonstrated that the reactivity and kinetics 

of the reaction of dichalcogenides depend on their C−E and E−E bond strengths. Guo and 

coworkers showed that in a mixture of Ph2S2 with Ph2Se2 and Me2S2, Ph2S2 works as a ligand. 

They demonstrated that differences in dichalcogenides reactivity result in NCs with different 

morphologies.17 Generally, the bond dissociation energies of sulfur bonds are higher than of 

those of selenium and significantly higher than of those of tellurium congeners.21 Among 

different alkyl disulfides of their study, Me2S2 has the strong C−S bonds and yields CdS 

tetrapods through an anisotropic growth pathway. Among other results also found that Ph2Se2 

reacts faster than Me2S2 and gives spherical CdSe.17  

Microwave-assisted synthesis is used widely in the synthesis of both organic and inorganic 

materials.22–26 Among inorganic NCs microwave-assisted synthesis has been used mostly for 

metal oxides and is less popular for semiconductor NCs synthesis due to their delicate synthetic 

procedures which needs air and moisture free condition.15,24,27  Microwave heating can generate 

very fast heating similar to the hot-injection method in which at high-temperature precursors 

injected into the reaction mixture and narrow size-distribution particles can be obtained in the 

case of the of II-VI NCs.27,28  

Hyperbranched structures are observed mostly in noble metal NCs29–35 and less for 

semiconductor NCs. Kanaras et al. reported the synthesis of highly crystalline hyperbranched  

CdSe and CdTe NCs using dissolved Se and Te powders in tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP). 

Hyperbranched snowflake CdTe NCs resulted from the growth of the new arms on previously 

formed arms and starlike CdSe particles from the growth of the new arms from the center of the 

original arm and aligned with the initial arms.36 
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Self-assembly and oriented attachments of NCs lead to formation of new structures as well.19,37–

42 Park and coworkers reported the formation of massive supra QDs CdS, CdSe, CdTe and 

CdSeTe using TOP solution of related chalcogenide. In their study, spherical NCs are made 

through self-assembly of small zinc blend spherical QDs.37 In our previous work, we showed the 

formation of hyperbranched ZnSe1-xSx NCs using dichalcogenides as the precursor. Our study 

showed that hyperbranched nanostructures formed from oriented attachment of zinc blend 

spherical NCs and unlike tetrapod structures in which the arms have wurtzite structure,43–46 in 

that study, after formation of arms also the branched structures had zinc blend structure .19   

Microwave-assisted synthesis of hyperbranched CdSe1-xSx NCs using dichalcogenide precursors 

in the microwave-transparent solvent has been demonstrated. Structures varied from spherical 

NCs with diameters of ~4 nm to large, hyperbranched NCs with diameters approaching 200 nm. 

Synthetic conditions were adapted from a previous report of NC synthesis using single 

dichalcogenide precursors, forming binary materials. Moreover, microwave synthesis provides a 

sealed reaction environment which prevents loss of gases and volatile chemicals or 

intermediates. Microwave conditions tolerate high pressures (up to 30 bar) allowing the use of 

lower-boiling solvents, such as decane, but octadecene was also used for comparison.  

In this chapter we will address/answer the following questions:  

I. Can we synthesis branched hetrostructure NCs in a single step reaction using a mixture of 

precursors with different reactivities?  

II. What is the shape evolution mechanism for the formation of branched NCs? 

III.  Is it possible to tune the morphology of NCs by controlling the reaction conditions? 
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  2-2 Results and Discussions 

 2-2-1 Microwave-Assisted Synthesis of CdSeS NCs 

In our previous study, we synthesized Mn:ZnSeS with different composition and morphologies 

using a mixture of Me2S2 and Ph2Se2 and NCs via hot-injection method. Our study showed that 

hyperbranched NCs results from nucleation and aggregation on NCs and changing the ratio of 

dichalcogenides affect the size of initial NCs.19 In that case, due to doping purpose of the study,  

a different solvent was used and also lower reactivity of Zn(II), reaction carried out at a higher 

temperature. Here we study the microwave-assisted reaction of Cd(oleate)2 with a mixture of 

Me2S2 and Ph2Se2 in a sealed reaction vessel.  

As described by Vela and coworkers reaction of  Cd(oleate)2, with Ph2Se2 forms spherical CdSe 

NCs, but Me2S2 has less reactivity and gives tetrapod CdS NCs after 40 minutes.17 Our 

microwave synthesis of CdSe shows that reaction happen faster, and yields a high amount of 

CdSe1-xSx NCs (Figure 2-1), but Vela et al. reported Ph2Se2 hardly react with Cd(oleate)2
17. As 

the reaction conditions and solvents are the same for both the CdSe and the CdS synthesis, we 

studied the microwave-assisted reaction of Cd(oleate)2 and a mixture of Ph2Se2 to Me2S2.  

Among different dichalcogenides, these two were selected because they give 

alloy/heterostructures and also based on their different reactivity. Our hypothesis was the more 

reactive Ph2Se2 gives spherical CdSe NCs, and the less reactive Me2S2 gives tetrapod arms in a 

more alloyed fashion than the standard core-shell hot-injection approach43,47. CdSe1-xSx NCs 

were synthesized in a set of reactions of Cd(oleate)2 with dichalcogenides mixtures containing a 

different ratio of Ph2Se2 to Me2S2, where the overall ratio of Cd(oleate)2 to dichalcogenides kept 

same (1:1). In case of pure Me2S2 the yield of the reaction was very low, but as the portion of 

Ph2Se2 in dichalcogenide mixture increased, more NCs obtained.  
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Figure  2-1 Image of NCs obtained from different ratio of Me2S2 and Ph2Se2, more NCs obtained from 

reactions with higher amount of Ph2Se2 

 

Considering the combination of chalcogenide precursors and the radical mechanism of 

dichalcogenide conversion to the relevant chalcogenide anion,17 cross-reaction between 

dichalcogenides is probable. This prevents the formation of pure CdSe cores with CdS shells or 

arms, but, considering the higher reactivity of Ph2Se2, the selenium content is expected to be 

higher at early stages of CdSe1-xSx NCs formation (x is more close to unity). Over time, since the 

concentration of selenium precursor decreases, the Ph2Se2 content decreases and the composition 

of the NCs shifts to CdS.  
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 2-2-2 Ratio Dependence 

Figure 2-2 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra and X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of NCs 

obtained from reactions with different ratios of Ph2Se2 to Me2S2. In Figure 2-2a, the first 

absorption feature red-shift with increasing the ratio of Ph2Se2, suggesting formation of alloyed 

NCs with different compositions. It can be seen that the addition of small amount of Ph2Se2, 

(1%, 3%, 6%) causes a considerable shift in the first absorption peak feature but the shift for 

70% to 100% is small. The reason for the shift is the difference in reactivity of precursors. As it 

mentioned, the yield of reaction in case of the pure Ph2Se2 is high but for pure Me2S2 is low. As a 

result, the ratio of Se in the composition of NCs obtained from reaction mixtures containing 1%, 

3%, 6% Ph2Se2 will be higher than those of reaction mixture. The XRD patterns in figure 2-2b 

are broadened _which indicates the small size of NCs_ and shift of XRD peaks also indicates 

that the red-shift in absorption spectra to higher wavelengths by increasing the Ph2Se2 ratio is 

mainly due to the increase of Se portion in the composition of CdSe1-xSx. In the case of the pure 

Me2S2 and the mixtures containing 1% and 3% Ph2Se2, not enough NCs for XRD analysis 

obtained.  

 

   (a)                                                               (b) 
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Figure  2-2 Characterization of CdSe1-xSx nanocrystals. (A) Absorption spectra of NCs with varying 

amounts of Se and S. As the amount of Se increases, the absorption feature red-shifts and narrows. (B) 

XRD of NCs with varying amounts of Se and S. As the amount of Se decreases, hexagonal features 

appear in the XRD pattern indicating wurtzite structure. 

The XRD pattern of NCs further suggests the presence of ternary NCs. The peak positions are 

between those of CdS and CdSe. The broadened peak suggests NCs with poor crystallinity. 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of the NCs shows that there are 

several crystal domains in each NC (Figure 2-3). Based on Scherrer analysis, average domain 

size of ~7 nm (±2 nm) is obtained for samples formed under varying conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-3 HRTEM image of HSQDs obtained from dichalcogenides with 12% Ph2Se2. 

 

 The XRD patterns show that CdSe NCs obtained from Ph2Se2 exhibits Zinc blend structure48 

(JCPDS file No. 19-0191), and CdS NCs obtained from Me2S2 has Wurtzite structure49 (JCPDS 

files No. 06-0314 and 02-0563) which is an agreement with the previous study17. The crystalline 
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structure of CdSe1-xSx is dependent to the ratio of the precursors and more closely resembles the 

chalcogenide with the higher ratio. Since S2− and Se2− have similar ionic radii (0.17 nm and 0.18 

nm respectively), they readily substitute in the crystal lattice.50 The gradual shift in XRD peaks 

positions indicates a gradual change in NC composition, which is due to the similar lattice 

parameter of CdS and CdSe crystals.50  

Figure 2-4 shows TEM images of the NCs obtained from reactions with different ratios of Me2S2 

to Ph2Se2. The shape and morphology of the NCs changes with the ratio of dichalcogenides. It 

was previously shown that the bond dissociation energy of S2- and Se2- precursors controls the 

shape of the NCs by regulation of reaction kinetics.17 

Spherical NCs with zinc blend structure form from reaction of Cd(oleate)2 with Ph2Se2. In the 

case of Me2S2, the concentration of reactive reactants is low in the reaction mixture due to its low 

reactivity. This causes kinetically controlled growth in which growth takes place on the more 

active, the 100 facet of the initially formed seeds, forming of arms with wurtzite structure,17 as 

indicated by XRD pattern. On the other hand, the low concentration of reactive precursors limits 

the nucleation and results a reaction mixture with a lower number of seeds.51 In reactions with 

mixtures of sulfur and selenium precursors, the composition, crystal structure, shape and 

morphology of NCs depends on the ratio of chalcogenide reactants. Figures 2-4a-c show that the 

shape of the NCs obtained from reactions with low fractions of Ph2Se2 (up to about 6%) are 

similar to CdS NCs and increasing the amount of Ph2Se2 increases the aggregation of NCs. The 

arm length of NCs obtained from reaction with 6% Ph2Se2 is about 40 nm (Figure 2-4).  

Hyperbranched supra quantum dots (HSQDs) which are highly branched large NCs in which the 

arms-length are about 25 nm (Figure 2-5) are obtained in the reaction with 12% Ph2Se2 (Figure 

2-4d).  
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Figure  2-4 TEM images of NCs from reactions with 0, 3, 6, 12, 34, 49, 70 and 100% of Ph2Se2 

respectively. In the absence of Ph2Se2, CdS tetrapod nanocrystals are formed (a); Increasing the amount of 

Ph2Se2 to 6% forms NCs with simple branched structure, but they are more aggregated (c); Mixture with 

12% Ph2Se2 yields hyperbranched NCs (d); Further increasing the ratio of Ph2Se2, causes the arms to 

shrink until reaction with 70% of selenium precursor gives aggregated spherical NCs (e-g); Finally, 

a b 

c d 

e f 

h g 
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reaction of Cd oleate with just Ph2Se2 gives CdSe spheres QDs and aggregates (h). Insets highlight 

particles that are linking together, likely through oriented attachment, to form larger networks and 

aggregates of the NCs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-5 TEM image and histogram of arm length of NCs obtained from samples with 6%, 12% and 

34% Ph2Se2. 
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Figures 2-4e and 2-4f show that by increasing the ratio of Ph2Se2, aggregated zinc blend NCs 

with smaller arms ( as shown in Figure 2-5, the in case of 34% Ph2Se2 the arm length is 13 nm) 

are obtained indicating arms with wurtzite structure result from the reaction of Cd(oleate)2 with 

Me2S2. At very high ratios of Ph2Se2, the NCs form from aggregation of spherical NCs (Figures 

2.4g and 2.4h). 

 

 2-2-3 Shape evolution mechanism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-6 TEM image of NCs obtained from reactions with different times at 250 ˚C with 12% Ph2Se2. 

Initially, simple branched NCs form. The NCs aggregate over time and growth of the arms leads to the 

formation of HSQDs . 
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As mentioned, formation of NCs with hyperbranched morphology through branching of initial 

NCs or oriented attachment of small NCs are reported before. To find the shape evolution 

mechanism of HSQDs, a set of reactions with 12% Ph2Se2 and different reaction time were 

placed. Monitoring the reaction over time reveals that initial NCs are simply branched and tend 

to aggregate over time (Figure 2-6). UV-Vis spectra show that initial particles absorb at lower 

wavelengths and overtime shifts to higher wavelengths due to increasing size of the NCs (Figure 

2.7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-7 . UV-Vis spectrum of NCs obtained from dichalcogenides with 12% Ph2Se2 over time. 

 

To further study the shape evolution mechanism reactions of Cd(oleate)2 with 10% Ph2Se2 

mixture at 250 ˚C _ which is regular temperature_ and 295 ˚C were studied. The selected ratio 

seems to be binary with simple branched QDs and HSQDs and gives both individual branched 

NCs and aggregated hyperbranched NCs. (Figure 2-8) 
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Figure  2-8 . Individual and aggregated branched NCs obtained from 10% Ph2Se2 

 

 So we performed reactions at different temperature and reactants concentrations to study the 

possibility of setting the reaction condition toward the formation of individual branched NCs and 

aggregated hyperbranched NCs. Figure 2-9 shows UV-Vis absorption and TEM images of the 

NCs. In the case of the diluted reaction mixture at 250 ˚C, UV-Vis absorption is similar to 

heterogeneous CdSe/CdS core-shells43. 

Absorption feature at above 650 nm is related to the CdSe1-xSx with x close to unity and the 

absorption feature at 450 nm (Figure 2-10) is from CdS arms.43 This is confirmed by d spacing 

measurement of HRTEM image of arms which is 0.336 nm, which is related to the (002) planes 

of CdS (Figure 2-11). In the case of other reactions, no distinguished absorption features for the 

formation of CdSe@CdSe core/shell structure44,52,53 observed in the UV-Vis spectra. 
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Figure  2-9 . UV-Vis spectrum and TEM images of NCs obtained from reaction of a dry mixture of oleic 

acid and oleylamine and other reactants at a) 250 ˚C, b) 250 ˚C 4x diluted c) 295 ˚C, and d) 295 ˚C 7x 

diluted 

 

 TEM images reveal complementary information for observed spectra. As shown in Figures 2-8 

and 2-9a, the reaction at 250 ˚C gives both individual and aggregated branched NCs. In 

comparison, because of the higher precursor conversion rate at higher temperature, the higher 

  a 

b a 

   

  

b 

c 

d 
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concentration of active precursors boosts the formation of cores at the beginning of the reaction, 

increasing the aggregation of the initial simple-branched NCs and forms HSQDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure  2-10 UV-Vis spectrum of NCs obtained from reaction of diluted mixture at 250 ˚C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-11 HRTEM image of NCs obtained from reaction of diluted mixture containing 10% Ph2Se2 at 
250 ˚C. 

 

Dilution of the reaction mixture separates the cores and decreases aggregation. Study of the 

reaction of the diluted mixture reveals details of kinetically controlled growth of the arms of the 

NCs. As shown in Figures 2-12, the arms of the NCs obtained from reactions at high and low 

temperatures have aspect ratios (arm length /diameter) of 7.27 nm and 1.65 nm respectively. 

4x diluted 

at 250 ℃ 
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Figure  2-12. TEM images and histogram of arms length and thickness of NCs obtained from samples 
10% Ph2Se2 at different temperatures. 

7x diluted 

at 295 ℃ 

4x diluted at 

250 ℃ 
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 In the case of the diluted reaction mixture reacted at 250 ˚C, the reaction rate is low, and since 

the reaction mixture is diluted, the concentration of active precursors is low enough for 

anisotropic growth at the most reactive (0001̅)-facet. Moreover, at low temperature, growth on 

the less reactive side facets such as the (112̅0)- and (101̅0)-facets is slow, yielding formation of 

long, thin arms.51 Reaction at high temperature yields short and thick arms. Higher reaction 

temperature affects the reaction in two ways. First, it increases the conversion rate of 

dichalcogenides resulting higher concentration of the active precursors and second, it causes 

higher reactivity of the side facets. These two promote growth at side facets and gives NCs with 

shorter but thicker arms.51  

Scheme 1 shows the proposed shape evolution mechanism of NCs. The reaction of Cd(oleate)2 

with Me2S2 or Ph2Se2 gives tetrapodal and spherical particles respectively. In the case of 

mixtures of chalcogenide precursors, nucleation of NCs at the beginning of the reaction is related 

to the amount of the more reactive Ph2Se2 in the reaction mixture and epitaxial growth is related 

to the amount of Me2S2. When the amount of Ph2Se2 is about 12% or more, plentiful nuclei form 

and slow reaction of Me2S2 yields gradual growth of the arms. Meanwhile, the high 

concentration of particles increases the aggregation and, along with the ongoing growth of the 

arms, gives HSQDs (Figure 2-4). At higher percentages of selenium precursor, the amount of 

Me2S2 is less and consequently, the arms are smaller. Alternatively, increasing the amount of 

Ph2Se2 leads to the formation of more cores and subsequently increases the number of arms and 

intensifies the reduction of the arms size. These two factors_ the decrease in the amount of 

Me2S2 and an increase in the number of arms_ shorten the size of the arms significantly (Figure 

2-4). Dilution of the reaction mixture, prevent aggregation of NCs and by tuning the temperature, 

the kinetics of the reaction can be controlled (Figure 2-9). 
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Scheme 1. Formation of NCs with different shapes and morphologies by varying the ratios of Se and S 

precursors. Higher ratios of Me2S2 tend to form branched NCs, and more Ph2Se2 gives spherical NCs. 

Since Ph2Se2 is more reactive, it forms the initial cores for arm growth. Increasing the ratio of Ph2Se2 

precursors yields more cores, and subsequently more platforms for arms, and decreasing the ratio of S 

precursor gives smaller arms. 
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Spontaneous assembly and self-organization of tetrapods can occur in different ways, but for 

oriented attachment, adjoining tetrapods need to share crystallographic facets with 

complementary _ if not identical _ lattice parameters.54–56 This study shows that tetrapods 

assemble mostly through side-to-side bonding and tip-to-tip is less likely to happen, indicating 

that strong van der Waals interactions are the aggregation driving force.54 Figure 2-4h shows that 

aggregation driving force is low for small spherical CdSe NCs. 

To check the effect of Me2S2 on the morphology of NCs, Cd(oleate)2 was reacted with a mixture 

of Ph2Se2 and Ph2S2 with 1:1 ratio. The absorption spectrum feature at  550 nm (Figure 2-13) 

shows that the composition of the NCs is similar to CdSe NCs obtained from the reaction of 

Cd(oleate)2 with Ph2Se2 (Figure 2-2a) and XRD pattern of particles shows formation of zinc 

blend CdSe NCs (Figure 2-14).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-13 UV-Vis spectra of CdSe NCs obtained from reaction of Cd(oleate)2 with Ph2Se2 and mixture 
of Ph2Se2 and Ph2S2. 
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Figure  2-14 XRD pattern of CdS (JCPDS files No. 06-0314 and 02-0563), CdSe (JCPDS file No. 19-
0191) compared with CdSeS NCs obtained from Me2S2 and Ph2S2 as source of sulfur. 

 

As reported previously,17 Ph2S2 is not a good source for S2- since the S-C bond is too strong (BDE 

69.75 kcal/mol)17 to break in these reactions. However, low BDE of S-S bond (24.11 kcal/mol)17 leads its 

dissociation and formation of thiophenol radicals that works as capping ligands as it observed in 

TEM image, the shape and morphology of NCs are similar to NCs obtained from 100% Ph2Se2 

(Figure 2-15). 
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Figure  2-15 TEM image of CdSe NCs obtained from reaction of Cd(oleate)2 with 1:1 ratio mixture of 
Ph2Se2 and Ph2S2. 

 

Besides providing homogenous heating, microwave synthesis uses a sealed reaction vessel which 

prevents loss of volatile reactants or reaction intermediates. Performing the synthesis in a sealed 

reactor under pressure makes it possible to use solvents with boiling temperatures below the 

reaction temperature. For instance, decane and mineral spirits are not suitable solvents for 

conventional heating synthesis due to their low boiling temperatures which prevent the reaction 

from reaching the required synthesis temperature. Water generated from amide formation causes 

the same problem in the conventional synthesis and limit reactions with separately dried oleic 

acid and oleylamine which in case of this study, no NCs was obtained in conventional heating as 

the reaction temperature of didn’t rich 250 ˚C.   
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Figure  2-16 a) Uv-Vis spectra and TEM images of NCs obtained from reactions with an excess amount of 
b) O-acid, c) O-amine and d) Cd(oleate)2  

 

It is reported that different ligands have different capping ability which affects the shape of NCs 

especially their arms44,47,57 and also their aggregation.55,58 To study if any of the ligands have a 

specific effect on the shape of NCs, excess amounts of ligands were added to the reaction 

mixture. Figure 2-16a shows that the absorptions of NCs are very similar and have absorption 

features at about 480 nm which are very close to the absorption feature of synthesis without 

excess ligand which is about 480 nm as well (Figure 2-4a, 12% Ph2Se2). This indicates that NCs 

 
b                              c                               d 
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has the same composition and excess ligand and Cd(oleate)2 does not affect the conversion of 

dichalcogenides to their active forms. TEM images show that the overall morphologies of the 

NCs are the same, and in all cases HSQDs are formed but, the arm shapes are different (Figure 2-

16b-d) which is agreement with previous reports on different capping ability of different 

ligands.44,47,57 In case of excess oleic acid, a high number of non-aggregated spherical NCs are 

formed (Figure. 2-16b). Since oleic acid has a strong capping ability for CdS and CdSe NCs, 

using it in excess amount promotes the formation of non-aggregated NCs. 44,57  

  

 2-2-4 Synthesis of telluride alloys 

The procedure was used to synthesize CdTe, CdTeSe and CdTeS alloys as well. Figures 2-17 

and 2-18 show the absorption and XRD pattern of NCs. In the case of the mixture of Ph2Te2 and 

Me2S2, no distinct absorption feature observed in UV-Vis absorption spectra of NCs, but the 

XRD peaks positions which are between those of CdTe and CdS indicates the formation of alloy 

nanoparticles. NCs obtained from the mixture of Ph2Te2 and Ph2Se2 have an absorption feature at 

about 685 nm which can be related to CdSe, CdTe or CdTeSe NCs.   
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Figure  2-17 UV-Vis spectrum of CdTe, CdTeS and CdTeSe. 

 

 
 

Figure  2-18 XRD pattern of CdS (JCPDS files No. 06-0314 and 02-0563), CdTeS, CdTeSe, CdSe 
(JCPDS file No. 19-0191) and CdTe (JCPDS files No. 15-0770) NCs 

 

The XRD peaks are slightly shifted from those of CdTe. To confirm formation of alloy NCs, 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy  (EDAX) study was performed on the NCs (Figure 2-19). 
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Figure  2-19 EDAX analysis of CdTeSe. 

 

Figure 2-20 shows the TEM image of CdTe, CdTeS and CdTeSe nanocrystals. In general, both 

heteronuclear and homonuclear single bonds of tellurium have lower energy than those of their 

sulfur and selenium congeners21. For instance, BDE of E-E bonds of Ph2S2, Ph2Se2 and Ph2Te2 

are 45.66 kcal/mol17 43.63 kcal/mol17 and 31.6 kcal/mol59 respectively. Due to higher reactivity 
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of Ph2Te2, the kinetics of the reactions and subsequently, the morphology of the NCs are 

different. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-20. TEM image of a) CdTe, b) CdTeS and c) CdTeSe NCs 

 

 2-3 Summary 

In summary, dimethyl disulfide, diphenyl diselenide and diphenyl ditelluride used to synthesize 

cadmium chalcogenide alloys in a single-step microwave-assisted synthesis. In the case of a 

mixture of precursors with different reactivity, the more reactive precursor determines the 

nucleation rate, number of particles, and subsequent aggregation of NCs and the less reactive 

precursor dictates the reaction growth period after the nucleation stage. HSQDs were 

successfully stabilized by optimizing the amount of ligands and solvents resulting in a highly 

branched NCs in which no two particles are exactly same but particles of very uniform with no 

formation of individual spherical or branched NCs. By knowing the chemistry of the precursors, 

combinations of precursors can be used to synthesize alloys with desired composition and 

morphology. Considering both precursors are in the reaction mixture we believe that cross-

reaction causes a moderate composition shift and formation of a graded interface in core-shell 

structures.  

 

  a                              b                              c 
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 2-4 Materials and Methods  

All the chemicals listed below are commercially available and were used without further 

purification; oleylamine (OLA, ≥98%), oleic acid (OA, 90%), diphenyl diselenide (Ph2Se2, 

99%), octadecene (ODE, 90%), toluene Bis(trimethylsilylmethyl) sulfide (≥99%) and decane, 

(≥99) from Aldrich; dimethyl disulfide (Me2S2, 99%), diphenyl disulfide (Ph2S2 ≥99%), diphenyl 

ditelluride (Ph2Te2, 97%), cadmium oxide (CdO, ≥99.0%) from Fluka and methanol (MeOH)  

from Acros. 

 

 2-4-1 Physical measurements 

In this study, a Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer was used for recording UV-Vis 

absorption spectra. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, a drop of sample was 

dried on a copper grid. TEM images were recorded using an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN 

microscope. For high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), carbon grid and an 

FEI Tecnai F20 XT Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscope were used. Powder X-

Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using a PANalytical Empyrean multi-purpose X-

Ray diffractometer. 

 

 2-4-2 Synthesis 

The synthesis adopted from the previous study17.  

Stock solutions of Ph2Se2 (0.115 M in ODE and 0.0848 M in decane) were prepared by 

dissolving 0.238 g Ph2Se2 (0.76 mmol) in 5.20 g ODE, or 0.1456 g (0.465 mmol) in 4 .002 g 

decane. 
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A stock solution of Me2S2 (0.364 M in ODE and 0.41 M in decane) were prepared by dissolving 

0.1996 g Me2S2 (2.13 mmol) in 4.62 g ODE, or 0.2093 g (2.23 mmol) in 4.016 g decane. 0.17 M 

Ph2Te2 stock solution was prepared by dissolving 1.00 g Pe2Te2 (2.44 mmol) in a mixture of 5.9 

g toluene and 6.1 g ODE. 

The reaction mixture can be prepared in two different ways. Different reaction mixture 

preparation can affect the synthesis because of the formation of water. In the first method, 

cadmium oxide (CdO), oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OLA) can be degassed all in one flask, 

heated to 180-220 ˚C to obtain a clear mixture following by degassing step again. The reaction 

mixture is then is moved to the glovebox. Alternatively, the solvents and reactant were degassed 

separately and moved to the glovebox. The later procedure produces more water as a result of the 

amidation reaction between oleylamine and oleic acid. In the first, since all ligands were heated 

together in Cd(oleate)2 formation step, less amide formation takes place during the synthesis. 

Both procedures give NCs with similar UV-Vis absorption spectra but, reactions with water 

formation had less yield especially at shorter times. In this study, we used separately dried 

solvents and ligands. 

To minimize variation in reagent concentrations, stock solutions were prepared for 8 reactions. In 

a flask, 0.2015 g CdO (1.56 mmol) and 10.51 g oleic acid (38 mmol) were degassed at 100 ˚C 

for 60 min and then under N2, heated at 180 ˚C until a colorless solution was obtained. The 

mixture was cooled and degassed at 100 ˚C again and moved to the glovebox. Dry oleylamine 

(8.3 g, 31 mmol) and the desired amount of dichalcogenide stock solutions were added, and the 

mixture was stirred vigorously and used to study the effect of time at 250 ˚C. To study the effect 

of the ratio of dichalcogenides, Cd(oleate)2 stock solution was prepared in the same way and 3 g 

of it was transferred to a microwave vial and an appropriate amount of dichalcogenides were 
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added to it. To study the effect of ODE, 7.6 g (30 mmol) of it was added to a Shilink flask during 

the Cd(oleate)2 preparation step. To get a colorless mixture in the case of one step degassing of 

oleic acid and oleylamine mixture, during the Cd(oleate)2 preparation step, the solution was 

heated to 220 ˚C and since the reaction forms a water, it cooled down and degassed at 100 ˚C and 

then, under N2 atmosphere, heat to 220 ˚C and degassed at 100 ˚C again and then filled with N2 

and moved to glovebox. 3.3 g of the reaction mixture was poured in 10 ml microwave glass vial 

containing a stir bar and the reaction was heated using 2.4 GHz microwave irradiation at 800 W 

set-power and the desired temperature for different times. For the reactions at 295 ˚C, the 

reaction times were limited to a maximum 30 minutes by the instrument.   

The CdS NCs with zinc blende structure were prepared in the same way except 

Bis(trimethylsilylmethyl) sulfide was used instead of Me2S2. 

 

 2-5 Conclusion 

Our study showed that branched heterostructures NCs in one step reaction using precursors with 

different reactivities. The mechanism of shape evolution of NCs is demonstrated and it’s shown 

that by controlling reaction conditions, NCs with desired shape can be synthesized. Synthesized 

NCs has no luminescence probably due to the unpassivated surface and defects of the structures.  
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Chapter 3 - Single-step synthesis of hyperbranched, luminescent 

Mn2+-doped ZnSe1_xSx nanocrystals using dichalcogenide precursors 

 3.1 Introduction 

Mn2+-doped semiconductors are widely used in many photo and electroluminescent 

applications.1,2
 The availability of luminescent colloidal nanocrystals (NCs) of these materials 

expanded their use to bioimaging and sensing,3–5
 and solar energy,6–8 among other 

applications.9,10
 The nature of the Mn2+

 dopants can provide a probe of local environment, 

elucidating NC structural information via their optical and magnetic properties.11–14
  Applications 

involving Mn2+
 phosphorescence involve doping of wide bandgap semiconductors.15

 The fixed 

4T1 energy level of the Mn2+
 provides a trap for energy absorbed by the NC. This energy is 

released radiatively as an orange luminescence. This is only observed when the conduction band 

energy level is above the energy of the Mn2+
 
4T1, and thus frequently the zinc chalcogenides are 

employed as host materials.3,13,15–18
 

Dichalcogenides, namely diorganyl dichalcogenides, have recently been revived as synthons in 

colloidal NC syntheses.19–22
 

They are touted for their ability to provide access to unfavourable crystal phases,19
 resulting in a 

myriad of NC shapes, compositions, and properties.20–22
 Their reactivity can be tuned by 

changing the organic substituents, allowing formation of quantum dots, tetrapods, nanorods, and 

other asymmetric, hyperbranched NCs from nearly identical reaction conditions.20 

Hyperbranched and asymmetric semiconductor nanocrystals have large surface-area-to-volume 

ratios often resulting in a large number of surface defects.23,24
 Both of these characteristics garner 
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interest for use of these NCs for selective, efficient catalysis,25
 gas adsorption and sensing,26 and 

defect-related luminescence.27
 

Luminescent Mn2+-doped chalcogenide NCs are readily synthesized using colloidal methods.15,16
 

Protocols using binary clusters,28,29
 multi-step shell additions,12

 and post-synthetic diffusion30
 

have been established. Each method provides advantages and disadvantages, such that the 

synthetic method can be chosen depending on the application requirements. Overall, these 

methods have multiple steps often involving reactive, expensive precursors, and the products of 

these syntheses have been limited in scope. This is ascribed to the difficulty in doping transition 

metal ions into anisotropic NCs.31,32
 Although there are numerous reports of emissive Mn2+-

doped spherical NCs and even nanorods,33–39
 there are only two reports of luminescent 

asymmetric Mn2+-doped NCs.32,40
 In the detailed work of Wu & Warner, luminescent Mn2+-

doped ZnSe NCs were synthesized with spherical and pod-like structures. The branching is 

ascribed to polymorphism, resulting in tetrapods, with average sizes of 15 nm.24,40 A 

sophisticated, successful effort to obtain asymmetric luminescent Mn2+-doped NCs was 

presented by Yao et al. in which a one-pot synthesis generated elongated doped NCs exhibiting 

Mn2+
 emission. The worm-like shapes and defects support an oriented-attachment-type growth of 

these 4–10 nm long particles.32,41,42 Here we report the first example, to the best of our 

knowledge, of luminescent Mn2+-doped hyperbranched NCs. Zinc chalcogenides were chosen to 

exploit the characteristic luminescence observed from the Mn2+
 
4T1 - 6A1 transition. Changing the 

dichalcogenide precursors resulted in different morphologies, with compositions varying with 

precursor ratios. An electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal is observed for the NCs, 

providing additional evidence for doping and information about the NC structure. This simple 

procedure provides a new synthetic method for successful incorporation of Mn2+
 in wide bandgap 
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ZnSe1_xSx semiconductor NCs using dichalcogenide precursors. The incorporation of a radiative 

defect allows luminescence to be observed from these materials.  

In this chapter we will address/answer following questions:  

I. Can we synthesis doped branched hetrostructure NCs in a single step reaction?  

II. What is the shape evolution mechanism of NCs? 

III. Does branche NCs show same application potential as non-branched NCs? 

 

 3-2 Experimental section 

 3-2-1 Materials 

All the following chemicals are commercially available and were used without further 

purification; Manganese(II) acetate tetrahydrate (Mn(OAc)2•4H2O, ≥99%), manganese (II) 

chloride tetrahydrate (MnCl2•4H2O, 99.99%),oleylamine (OLA, ≥98%),stearic acid (SA, ≥95%), 

dodecane thiol (DDT, ≥98%), selenium (≥99.5%), tetramethylammonium chloride (NMe4Cl, 

≥98%),trimethylamine (TEA), cyclohexane, and toluene from Aldrich, diphenyl diselenide 

(Ph2Se2, 99%), dimethyl disulfide (Me2S2, 99%),phenylselenol (PhSeH, 98%), and methanol 

(MeOH) from Acros,zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O) from J. T. Baker,and zinc 

undecylenate (Zn(Un)2)  from Gelest. 

 3-2-2 Preparation of Manganese Steareate (Mn(St)2) 

A mixture of Mn(OAc)2•4H2O (1.000 g, 4.08 mmol) and stearic acid (5.226 g, 18.37 mmol) were 

degassed under vacuum at 100 °C and then under inert atmosphere, the temperature was 

increased to 180 °C and held for 20 min. After cooling the reaction mixture to 100 °C, the 

reaction mixture degassed for another 60 min. The flask was cooled down to room temperature 

and white solid was obtained.    
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 3-2-3 Hyperbranched Mn2+:ZnSe (1) 

In a three-neck flask Mn(St)2 (~0.003 g, 5 µmol), zinc undecylenate (0.0865 g, 0.20 mmol), 

Ph2Se2 (0.1000 g, 0.32 mmol) and OLA (5.00 g, 18.7 mmol) were degassed at 100 °C for 90 min 

and then under nitrogen atmosphere, the temperature was increased to 280 °C and held for 10 

min. After 10 min, the heating mantle was removed, and the reaction mixture was cooled down 

to 65 ˚C immediately using a water bath. Then, 2 ml of toluene was added to the reaction mixture 

followed by 5 ml of methanol. The particles were separated by centrifugation, resuspended in 

toluene, and precipitated with methanol again. The final sample was dispersed in cyclohexane. 

Mn2+:ZnSe NCs were also synthesized using similar moles of Mn(OAc)2•4H2O and 

MnCl2•4H2O. 

 3-2-4 Mn2+:ZnSe1-xSx 

Samples were prepared using a procedure similar to that for1, but with mixtures of Ph2Se2 and 

Me2S2 or Ph2S2. The total amount of dichalcogenide was kept near ~0.33 mmol. Ratios of 

Ph2Se2:R2S2 were approximately 3:1(2), 1:1(3a), 5:4 (3b), and 1:3(4). In the case of Mn2+:ZnS 

(5), Me2S2 (31 μl, 0.35 mmol) was used instead of Ph2Se2 and the reaction was carried out at 300 

°C. Because of the lower boiling point of Me2S2, it must be injected into the reaction mixture 

after the degassing step. 

 3-2-5 [NMe4][Zn4(SePh)10]  

The cluster precursor was prepared by adapting previous methods.43,44Three separate solutions 

were prepared and degassed for 30-60 min by bubbling with N2: 1) Zn(NO3)2•6H2O (7.318 g) in 

35 ml MeOH, 2) Me4NCl (4.42 g) in 20 ml MeOH, and 3) TEA (9.5 g) in 20 ml MeOH. Under a 

N2 overpressure, PhSeH (10 g) was added to solution 3, followed by stirring for 20 minutes. 

Solution 1 was then transferred to solution 3 dropwise via cannula, forming a cloudy suspension. 
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After cannula transfer of solution 2 to solution 3 over a period of 10-30 min, solution 3 was 

cooled in an ice bath for 30 min. The solid was then filtered and rinsed thoroughly with MeOH 

and toluene, yielding a white powder.  

 3-2-6 Mn2+:ZnSe (6) 

Unbranched Mn2+:ZnSe NCs were synthesized by adapting previously described methods.28,44 

Briefly, OLA (10 g) and MnCl2•4H2O (0.0012 g, 6.1µmol) were combined in a flask and 

degassed at 100 °C under vacuum for 120 min. After cooling below 80 °C, the cluster precursor 

(0.2 g, 0.073 mmol) and Se (0.0108 g, 0.137 mmol) were added under N2 overpressure. After 

briefly degassing the solution under vacuum at 100 °C, the reaction is heated to 280 °C under N2 

and the NCs are grown at this temperature for 15 min. After cooling below 80 °C, the NCs were 

isolated by precipitation and resuspension with methanol and toluene, respectively. 

 3-2-7 Thiol titrations 

Thiol titration experiments were performed using a PTI Quanta Master 400 fluorometer. The 

samples were prepared in a 10 mm septum-sealed screw-top cuvette (Starna Cells, Inc.) with a 

stir bar and were diluted to have absorbance ~0.3 at 350 nm. A syringe pump (New Era Pump 

Systems, Inc.) was used for the titration with injection of thiol via a syringe with NanoTightTM 

adapters (Idex Health & Science, LLC) and 250 µm diameter flexible fused silica capillary 

tubing (Polymicro Technologies) which was inserted through the cuvette septum. While stirring, 

spectra were taken at intervals of 2-30 minutes, depending on sample brightness and sensitivity. 

Titrations were done until there was no increase in Mn2+ PL. 

3-2-8 Physical measurements 

In this study a Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer was used for recording UV-vis 

absorption spectra. A PTI Quanta Master 400 fluorometer was used to record photoluminescence 
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and photoluminescence excitation spectra. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

analysis, a drop of sample was dried on a copper grid. TEM images were recorded using a FEI 

Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN microscope. The EPR spectrum was recorded using a Bruker 

EMXplus X-band EPR spectrometer. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded 

using PANalytical Empyrean multi-purpose x-ray diffractometer. 

 

 3-3 Results and discussion 

3-3-1 Synthesis of Mn2+:ZnSe1-xSx nanocrystals 

The general synthetic procedure used to obtain the NCs is shown in Figure 1. The synthesis is 

similar to ot described methods using dichalcogenide precursors (previous chapter) with the 

notable distinction of inclusion of the dichalcogenides in the reaction mixture at temperatures 

lower than that of the reaction (heat-up method). Generally, a Zn2+ precursor (zinc 

undecylenate), Mn2+ precursor (manganese stearate), and dichalcogenide(s) are combined in a 

coordinating solvent (oleylamine). After heating at 280 °C in an inert atmosphere for 10-60 

minutes, NCs form. The exception was for Mn2+:ZnS (4), which required 300 °C to obtain a 

significant quantity of NCs. The NCs are isolated by precipitation and resuspension in organic 

solvent followed by characterization to determine NC photophysical and magnetic properties, 

and structures.  

  

 3-3-1 Formation of Mn2+:ZnSe1_xSx nanocrystals 

This procedure is related to the synthesis of Mn2+-doped II-VI NCs using a tetramer 

([Zn4(EPh)10]2-) or decamer ([Zn10Se4(EPh)16]4-) cluster precursor in that a heating-up method is 

employed and the cluster contains organyl chalcogenide ligands.28,29 The most widely used 
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cluster has E = S, likely because of the high cost of the selenol precursor (vs thiol). However, 

NCs synthesized with this precursor are known to contain sulfur impurities.29
 The key advantages 

of the dichalcogenide-doping method presented here are the simplified procedure, as preparation 

of cluster precursor(s) is not required, and the air-stable diselenide precursor is substantially less 

expensive than the phenylselenol precursor required for metal-selenide cluster synthesis. The 

procedure used to obtain the NCs is shown in Figure 3-1. Generally, a Zn2

2+
 precursor (zinc 

undecylenate), Mn2+
 precursor (manganese stearate), and dichalcogenide(s) are combined in a 

coordinating solvent (oleylamine). After heating at 280 °C in an inert atmosphere for 10–60 

minutes, NCs form. The exception was for Mn2+:ZnS (5), which required 300 °C to obtain a 

significant quantity of NCs. The NCs are isolated by precipitation and resuspension in organic 

solvent followed by characterization to determine NC photophysical and magnetic properties, 

and structures. 
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Figure  3-1 General synthetic scheme for formation of Mn2+-doped ZnSe1-xSx NCs. In the reaction, zinc 

undecylenate, Zn(Un)2, manganese stearate, Mn(St)2, and a mixture of diphenyl diselenide and dimethyl 

disulphide (or diphenyl disulphide) are combined and heated to reaction temperature in an alkylamine 

under an inert atmosphere. Depending on the ratio of diselenide to disulphide, NCs of different shapes 

and sizes are obtained. Images of samples 1-5 are shown. Scale bars are 20 nm. 

 

Initially, NCs were synthesized using only the Ph2Se2 dichalcogenide precursor (1). These NCs 

exhibited absorption and PL spectra characteristic of Mn2+:ZnSe NCs (Figure 3-2, black line). 

The absorption feature near 390 nm indicates formation of the ZnSe host NCs. The PL spectrum 

has a peak centred at 586 nm, indicative of Mn2+
 luminescence. The rapid transfer of energy from 

the NC to the Mn2+
 efficiently competes with excitonic recombination, and no blue ZnSe 

emission is observed. Subsequent reactions combined the Ph2Se2 precursor with a disulphide 

precursor, to form Mn2+:ZnSe1_xSx NCs of different shapes. Two disulphide precursors were 

used: Ph2S2 and Me2S2. Starting ratios of diselenide to disulphide were varied from 1 : 0 (1), 3 : 1 

(2), 1 : 1 (3), 1 : 3 (4), and 0:1 (5). The first absorption feature of the NCs blue-shifted from that 

of 1, indicating likely sulfur incorporation, with a systematic decrease in wavelength with 

increasing Me2S2. 
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Figure  3-2. Absorption (left) and PL (right) spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe1-xSx NCs with varying dichalcogenide 

precursor ratios. The NC first absorption peak shifts from ~390 nm for Ph2Se2 alone (1) to a broad feature 

at ~340 nm for Me2S2 alone (5). The PL peak red-shifts from 586 to 589 nm with increasing S. For 4, 

very little luminescence was detected and for 5 no luminescence was detected. 

 

Comparing absorption and emission spectra for the Me2S2 and Ph2S2 samples with similar ratios 

(3a and 3b), yields insight into the effect of disulfide precursor on the resulting product. 

Although similar ratios were used, the absorption of 3a is noticeably blue-shifted from that of 3b, 

indicating decreased reactivity of Ph2S2 vs. Me2S2, as reported previously.20 These NCs (3b) 

exhibit a PL peak at 588 nm, slightly red-shifted from the PL peak of 1 at 586 nm. For the other 

NC samples, the PL peaks red shifted to 589 nm with increasing disulphide (2, 3a). The PL 

intensity decreased with larger Me2S2 amounts, such that only a broad, very weak peak was 

observed for 4 and none was detectable in the Me2S2 only sample (5). To confirm the orange PL 

associated with Mn2+ was coming from the NCs, photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra 

were taken. The resulting spectra (Figure. 3-3) exhibit the characteristic first absorption feature 

of the NCs with a continued increase at higher energies. 
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Figure  3-3 Photoluminescence excitation spectrum of Mn2+:ZnSe synthesized with Ph2Se2. The 

emission was detected at 584 nm while scanning excitation wavelengths from 300-500 nm. The 

PLE spectrum exhibits the characteristic NC first excitonic feature near 390 nm along with a 

continuous increase in intensity at higher energies 

 

 

 3-3-2 Morphology and structure of Mn2+:ZnSe1_xSx nanocrystals 

The key to changing the NC shape and degree of branching is the ratio of diselenide to 

disulphide precursor.  
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Figure  3-4 TEM images of (a) 1, (b) 3b, (c) 2, (d) 3a, (e) 4, and (f) 5. Large image scale bars are 50 nm. 

Inset image scale bars are 50 nm for a-c and 20 nm for d-f. Highly branched structures at low S:Se ratios 

transition to more spherical samples at higher S:Se ratios. Insets highlight particles that are linking 

together, likely through oriented attachment, to form larger networks and aggregates of the NCs. The 

shape, size, and structure of these particles is reflected in the larger structure of the resulting 

nanomaterial. 
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Figure 3-4 shows TEM images of NCs prepared with varying ratios of diselenide and disulphide. 

As the amount of disulphide increases, the particles go from branched networks to rounded, 

linked platelets. Comparing 3a and 3b (Figure 3-4d and b) further illustrates the effect of 

disulphide on the reaction. The TEM image of 3b more closely resembles that of 1 (Figure 3-4a), 

exhibiting significant branching. This branching appears to stem not only from the centre of a 

particle, but also from the outward reaching NC arms (Figure. 3-5 to 3-8).  

 
 

 
 
Figure  3-5 TEM images of 1. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating branching patterns. 
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Figure  3-6 TEM images of 2. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating branching patterns. 

 

 
 

Figure  3-7 TEM images of 3a. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating branching patterns. 
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Figure  3-8 TEM images of 3b. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating branching patterns. 

 

The appearance of isolated particles (shown in Figure 3-4 insets) within the samples suggests 

oriented attachment may be occurring as well, creating highly branched networks.41,45,46
 This will 

be discussed further in the discussion of the formation mechanism. TEM images of 2 and 3a 

(Figure 3-4c and d) also exhibit networks of hyperbranched particles. 

Although these networks are complex, the insets provide key details about the smaller, branched 

particles forming the larger networks. For both 2 and 3a, smaller particles with more rounded, 

thicker arms are observed. These characteristics are passed on to the networks that form. Further 

increases in the S : Se ratio show formation of larger, rounder particles, followed by oriented 

attachment to form large, spherical clusters of NCs (Figure 3-4e and Figure 3-9). When only 

Me2S2 is used as the dichalcogenide precursor, large, round platelets form and link together, 

generating round clusters of these NCs (Figure 3-4f and Figure 3-10). Syntheses of Mn2+:ZnSe 

with other Mn2+ precursors produced similar hyperbranched NCs (Figure 3-11). 
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Figure  3-9 TEM image of 4. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating aggregation. 
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Figure  3-10 TEM images of 5. Additional images of the NCs demonstrating aggregation and formation of 

larger and smaller assemblies. 
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Figure  3-11 TEM images of 1 prepared using MnCl2•4H2O (top)and Mn(OAc)2•4H2O (bottom). 
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Figure  3-12 (a) XRD patterns of samples 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4. The patterns indicate zinc-blend structure 

and the broadness of the peaks indicates small NC diameters or domains. As the amount of S increases, 

the peaks shift to larger angles. The black lines at the bottom of the figure represent the positions of bulk 

ZnSe and the blue, dotted lines represent those of bulk ZnS. (b) EPR spectrum of 3b showing a splitting 

pattern with 6 peaks and a hyperfine coupling constant of 66.2 G. 

 

Additional structural information about the NCs was obtained from XRD. The diffraction 

patterns in Figure 3-12a exhibit a zinc-blende pattern, with highly broadened peaks due to the 

small domain size of the NCs. With increasing disulphide precursor, the peaks shift to larger 

angles, characteristic of a transition from ZnSe to ZnS. Peak positions indicate larger sulphur 

content for sample 3a than 3b, providing additional evidence for the low reactivity of Ph2S2 vs. 

Me2S2. Ultimately the peak shifts for 3a are small relative to what is expected for a 1 : 1 ratio of 

S : Se in the NCs, indicating a decreased reactivity for Me2S2 (vs. Ph2Se2). No Mn diffraction 

peaks are observed, indicating successful doping of Mn2+ ions into the NCs.47 Additional 

evidence of successful Mn2+ doping into these NCs is provided by EPR. The EPR spectrum of 3b 
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is shown in Figure 3-12b. The 6-peak hyperfine structure characteristic of Mn2+
 is observed. In 

addition, a coupling constant of 66.2 G is estimated, consistent with values found for ZnSe (66.1 

G)16 and ZnS (68.4 G).48
 

The estimated value is substantially smaller than that of surface Mn2+
 (~90 G),13,14,49

 further 

affirming Mn2+
 incorporation.  

 3-3-3 Possible formation mechanisms 

The dichalcogenides are known to produce nanomaterials with a variety of morphologies.20–22
 

Vela and co-workers presented an elegant study in which differences in dichalcogenide bond 

dissociation energies were correlated with changes in particle size and shape, and found 

diselenide precursors reacted more quickly than analogous disulphides.20
 Although the systems 

studied differ from those presented here (they used Cd2+, different ligands, lower temperatures, 

and hot-injection), the results can help explain the observed trend in particle size and shape. The 

formation of the NCs shown in Figure 3-4 can be explained in terms of the precursor reactivity 

of the disulphide vs. Ph2Se2. 

Thus, for the faster reacting Ph2Se2-containing reactions, the initially formed particles are 

relatively small in diameter, and begin branching and attaching to form the more complex 

networks seen in Figure 3-4a–d. This behaviour has been attributed to the introduction of more 

branching angles due to twinning defects that occur in samples with more rapid growth.23
 When 

larger amounts of the less reactive Me2S2 are present, larger particles formdue to slow growth, 

which leads to less branching. Over time, these particles begin to link together, likely via 

oriented attachment.24,41 At final reaction times, the reaction product is a network of these linked 

particles. A cartoon of this possible mechanismis shown in Figure 3-1, in which with less Me2S2, 

smaller particles form and aggregate, forming more highlybranched, polycrystalline networks. 
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With more Me2S2, larger NCs form before coming together to form rounded aggregates of 

platelets. Thus, there does not appear to be an additional ripening process occurring during the 

attachment process, and the final sample is characteristic of the initial NC size, as observed for 

similar systems.20
 

 3-3-4 Application of NCs for thiol sensing 

As mentioned in the introduction, an advantage of branched NCs is their large surface area, 

which makes them useful for applications in sensing, among others.25–27
 Thiols are known to 

influence processes in biology and play key roles in nanodevices. 50–54
 To explore the potential 

application of these highly branched Mn2+-doped NCs, the luminescence enhancement in the 

presence of thiol was studied. DDT was used as a model thiol and Figure 3-13a depicts the PL 

enhancement observed when small amounts of DDT are added to a solution of 3b. The Mn2+
 PL 

increases, until eventually saturating at a concentration of about 70 mM, as shown in Figure 3-

13b. Similar, less-sensitive behaviour is observed for the less branched NCs (2) and NCs with no 

branching (6). This change in sensitivity could be due to the large number of NC defects, which 

decrease in the order: hyperbranched ≥ branched ≥ unbranched. 
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Figure  3-13(a) Steady-state PL of 3b in the presence of dodecanethiol (DDT). Increasing amount of thiol 

leads to a concomitant increase in Mn2+ PL from the NCs. Inset: TEM image of the NCs. (b) Scatter plot 

of the Mn2+ PL intensity vs [DDT] for NC samples with different degrees of branching. The more 

branched 3b NCs show the steepest increase in PL intensity with thiol. NCs with less (2) and no 

branching show decreasing sensitivity to thiol, with smaller increases in slope. 

Addition of DDT may passivate these defects, providing more efficient energy transfer to the 

Mn2+-dopants, and a brighter Mn2+
 luminescence.55–57 To demonstrate the utility of these NCs for 

biological sensing, the NCs were transferred to aqueous solution. After transfer, the Mn2+
 

luminescence of the NCs decreased, but not significantly. The NCs illuminated by a UV lamp 

before and after watersolubilization are shown in Figure 3-14a. Once in aqueous solution, 

the NCs were titrated with dithiothreitol (DTT), with a corresponding increase in PL (Figure 3-

14b). DTT is key in the study of biological functions such as protein unfolding, signal 

transduction, and as a redox mediator.58–61
 Here, it acts as a reductant, enhancing the NC PL at 

concentrations from 0 to ~40 mM before decreasing again at concentrations ˃60 mM (Figure 3-

14c). The sensitivity of the NCs to DTT is linear within this range, with an analytical sensitivity 

of 2.9 mM and a detection limit of 1.0 mM. 
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Figure  3-14 (a) Photograph of Mn2+-doped hyperbranched NCs illuminated by a UV lamp in aqueous 

solution and in chloroform. (b) Steady-state PL of hyperbranched Mn2+-ZnSe NCs in PBS with addition 

of a dithiothreitol (DTT) solution. As the concentration of DTT increases from 0 to 56 µM, the Mn2+ PL 

increases. (c) Scatter plot of the Mn2+ PL intensity vs [DTT] exhibiting a linear increase in luminescence 

in the µM range before decreasing in intensity at concentrations >60 µM. 

 

This simple sensor exhibits a large, linear increase in luminescence with thiol, highlighting the 

advantages of these NCs as sensors. In organic solvent, differences in sensitivity (DPL vs. DDT) 

vary with branching, although additional study is required to explore the complex interplay of 

structure, branching, defect formation, and dopant incorporation, which all likely play a role in 

the luminescence response. In aqueous medium, enhancement of PL by DTT is linear at low 

concentrations, with high sensitivities. The mechanism of PL increase is likely related to 

passivation of surface traps, providing a pathway for enhanced sensitivity to biological thiols 

through the increase in surface defects present in these hyperbranched Mn2+-doped materials. 
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 3-4 Summary 

A new synthetic method for obtaining doped ZnSe1_xSx NCs yields luminescent NCs of a variety 

of structures. Variations in dichalcogenide precursor can be used to tune the NC size and shape. 

Knowing the reactants reactivity, syntheses can be designed to obtain NCs of desired size, shape, 

and dopant incorporation. This method provides access to luminescent materials that are not 

usually emissive due to high defect levels. The resulting emissive, hyperbranched materials 

decrease losses in PL due to defects by employing Mn2+
 as a luminescent trap. These NCs can be 

used as turn-on thiol sensors, with sensitivity varying with branching in organic solution. A 

similar response is observed in aqueous solution, with a large increase in PL at low thiol levels. 

This synthetic procedure is extendable to other NC systems synthesized using dichalcogenides 

and other dopants, providing a new pathway to luminescent, hyperbranched materials. 

  

 3-5 Conclusion 

Our study showed that luminescent hyperbranched NCs could be synthesized through doping. 

The synthesized NCs can be used for thiol sensing, and the more branched NCs have higher 

sensitivity to the thiols. One limitation of the synthesized NCs is that the shell growth on giant 

NCs and embedding them in silica shell will give micro size particles with low solubility so non-

branched, spherical NCs have higher application potential in aqueous media.  
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Chapter 4 - Mn2+-ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 Nanoparticles for Turn-on 

Luminescence Thiol Detection 

 4-1 Introduction 

Imaging of biological environments has become a critical strategy for the discovery and 

treatment of disease.1–3 The ability to resolve microscopic events spatially and temporally has led 

to a multitude of imaging probes providing advances in resolution, sensitivity, targeting and even 

treatment.4–7 Despite these advances, no one probe possesses all the properties necessary for 

comprehensive diagnostics. These limits have sparked an interest in combining imaging 

modalities, taking advantage of their complimentary abilities.8,9 For example, good spatial 

resolution achieved by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be combined with the high 

sensitivity of optical imaging. Thus, MRI may be used to pinpoint the position of a probe while 

optical imaging yields detailed information on the probe local environment. Development of new 

and improved multimodal probes is an active area of interdisciplinary research where advances 

have made earlier identification and real-time monitoring of various diseases possible.  

Probes for optical imaging must be emissive, and preferably be photostable and absorb light at 

wavelengths in the near-infra red (NIR), where there is minimal absorption by tissue.7,10,11 

Although a variety of dyes are available, use of semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) has become 

popular due to the many beneficial properties they possess.12 In addition to their photostability 

and good emission quantum yields, they also have large one- and two-photon absorptions, 

narrow and tunable emission bands, and provide a scaffold for construction of nanoprobes.3,11,13 

NCs have been used in construction of magneto-optical imaging agents in several ways.8 One of 

the simplest, both in design and synthesis, is incorporation of ions into the NC matrix.14 This 
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design provided the benefits of co-localization and the need for only a single probe injection. The 

problem with use of doped NCs as magneto-optical imaging agents is the trade-off between 

luminescence quantum yield (QY) and concentration of paramagnetic ion.15–18 At high dopant 

concentrations, useful for magnetic imaging, the luminescence is quenched.  

Sensors of the intracellular environment are useful for detection of many analytes.19–22 The high 

functionality of thiols within cells creates an immediate demand for the development of suitable 

probes for continuous and sensitive detection. Literature describes multiple detection methods 

for thiols and thiol-containing peptides,23,24 but most of the available probes are based on organic 

dyes that are prone to photobleaching, produce broad photoluminescence (PL) spectra and are 

reliant on cellular extracts.One of the most abundant cellular thiols is the cysteine-containing 

tripeptide, glutathione (GSH). Optimum cellular ratios of reduced to oxidized GSH can lead to 

heart disease, cancer, stroke, and many neurological disorders.25–27 GSH is a vital antioxidant for 

the detoxification of reactive oxygen species, and patients with dementia often have low 

concentrations of GSH within the brain.24 The intracellular concentration GSH ranges from 1 to 

15 mM, with concentrations across cellular compartments poorly established.25,28 Therefore, 

development of a probe that is resistant to photobleaching and provides real time monitoring of 

GSH is of practical importance. 

Mn2+-doped wide bandgap semiconductors are used in many photo- and electroluminescent 

applications29–31 and the availability of luminescent colloidal NCs of these materials expanded 

their use to bioimaging and sensing.32–34 Figure 4-1a illustrates an energy level diagram for 

Mn2+-doped wide bandgap semiconductors. After excitation, energy is rapidly transferred to the 

Mn2+ 4T1 excited state relaxing to the 6A1 ground state. This energy is released radiatively 

producing a peak centred near 590 nm. The UV-vis and PL of Mn2+:ZnSe NCs in toluene is 
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shown in Figure 4-1b and a photograph of the NCs in toluene under UV light (Figure 4-1c) 

illustrates their bright, orange luminescence. To preserve this luminescence in aqueous solution a 

thick shell of ZnS is often added to the NC surface. This shell passivates the surface of the NCs 

and isolates them from their surrounding environment. For applications in which interaction 

between the NC and its surroundings are desired, such as sensing and MRI contrast, the use of 

these shells must be balanced with the requirement for interaction of the NC with its 

surroundings.  

 

 
Figure  4-1.(a) Energy level diagram describing the Mn2+ luminescence process. Following 

photoexcitation of the semiconductor, energy is rapidly transferred from the semiconductor to the Mn2+ 

ion. The resulting luminescence is due to the 4T1→6A1 spin-forbidden transition and is therefore long-

lived. (b) UV-vis absorption and PL spectra of a Mn2+:ZnSe NCs illustrating the large Stokes shift present 

in these materials. (c) Photograph of a solution of orange-emitting Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS NCs under UV light. 

Here we address water-soluble Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2NPs that can optically sense biological 

thiols. As opposed to NPs encapsulated with a thick shell, having Mn2+ ions on or near the NP 

surface enables luminescence to be governed by surface chemistry. We take advantage of the NC 

surface chemistry to provide turn-on luminescence enhancement that is tunable with addition of 

A B C 
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ZnS barrier layers. Using the NC surface directly, tunable sensitivity is obtained by increasing 

the ZnS shell thickness, decreasing the sensitivity of the probe to its surrounding environment. 

The design of NP sensors for biological environments by modifying their chemical surfaces 

expands opportunities for design of new probes and sensing modalities offering access to new 

applications in biomedicine. 

Thiols are known to influence processes in biology and play key roles in nanodevices.35–39 To 

explore the potential application of these Mn2+-doped NCs as sensors, the luminescence of these 

NCs in the presence of thiol was studied. Of particular interest is the possibility of tuning the 

probe sensitivity using ZnS barrier layers. This prospect was first examined using Mn2+:ZnSe 

core NCs in organic solvent. We impose enhanced NC luminescence sensitive to thiols by 

mitigating the NC-thiol interaction. Mitigation is achieved by varying the NC shell density and 

the corresponding luminescence change is caused by direct interaction between thiol and the 

NCs. 

The goal of this chapter is to address/answer following questions:  

I. How does the shell thickness affect the sensing property of core-shell Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS 

QDs?  

II. Do the QDs give same performance in both aqouce and oeganic media?  

 

 4-2 Results and Discussion 

Our NP sensors are synthesized in a multistep process described in detail in the methods section. 

Briefly, luminescent Mn2+-doped core NCs form from lyothermal decomposition of a single-

source precursor as described previously14,40. The reaction is monitored using UV-vis absorption 

during which a first-absorption feature corresponding to the ZnSe quantum dots grows in near 
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380 nm and red-shifts as the NCs increase in size. The small amount of Mn2+ precursor added 

prevents formation of MnSe, and the product core NCs exhibit properties corresponding mostly 

to their ZnSe lattice with the large exception of the PL, which corresponds to the Mn2+ 4T1→6A1 

transition observed near 590 nm (Figure 4-1b). The amount of Mn2+ was adjusted to provide 

bright PL and limited oxidation after exposure of the core NCs to air.  

After core synthesis and isolation, shells of ZnS are added to the NCs using an adapted 

process.41,42 Using the well-established selective ion adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method, 

monolayers (MLs) of Zn2+ and S2- are added to the Mn2+:ZnSe core NCs. To examine the effect 

of shell thickness, samples with thin (~1-2 MLs), medium (~4 MLs) and thick (~8-10 MLs) ZnS 

shells were prepared and used in all further experiments. These shells serve to both passivate 

surface defects and isolate the NC core from its surrounding environment. More isolation and 

surface passivation decreases the sensitivity of the NC to its local environment. For sensor 

design, this is key in tuning sensitivity. 

 4-2-1 Shell-thickness dependent thiol detection in organic solvent 
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Figure  4-2 PL spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS NCs suspended in chloroform with:(a) thin, (b) medium,and (c) 

thick ZnS shells in the presence of increasing amounts of dodecanethiol (DDT).Insets: corresponding 

plots of normalized PL (PL change) with increasing thiol.The increase in PL in the presence of DDT is 

much larger for samples with medium shell thicknesses whereas the change in PL in the thick shell 

sample is negligible.  

The luminescence response of the NCs to thiol was first tested in organic solvent. Following 

isolation from the reaction mixture, the NCs are soluble only in hydrophobic environments. The 

hydrophobic dodecanethiol (DDT) was used to test the thin shell NC response. As seen in Figure 

4-2a, there is a large increase in Mn2+ luminescence with increasing amounts of DDT. A similar 

increase is observed when a medium thickness shell is added (Figure 4-2b), but only a negligible 

change for the thick shell sample (Figure 4-2c). Scatter plots of the PL intensity vs thiol show 

initial increases for thin (Figure 4-2a inset) and medium (Figure 4-2b inset) shell samples, but no 

change for the thick shell sample (Figure 4-2c inset). The scatter plot in Figure 4-2a shows an 

increase in PL up to ~75 µL DDT before saturating and the medium shell sample (Figure 4-2b 

inset) shows an increase in PL up to near 150 µL DDT before leveling out. This difference is 

also observed when comparing sensitivities for these similar sensors. As shell thickness 

increased, the sensitivity first increased, from thin to medium, followed by a large decrease from 

medium to thick, indicating these NPs are basically insensitive.  

 4-2-2 Thiol sensing in aqeuous solution  

To use these probes for sensing biological thiols they must be transferred to aqueous solution. 

Methods for phase transfer such as simple ligand exchange were unsuccessful as the particles 

tended to aggregate and fall out of solution. The method that generated the best sensors was 

addition of a silica shell to the core/shell NCs using an adapted inverse micelle approach detailed 
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in the methods section.43 The product NPs consist of a Mn2+-doped ZnSe core with shells of ZnS 

and a coating or encapsulating layer of silica, which provides water dispersibility. The absorption 

and luminescence are retained in aqueous solution. 

 4-2-3 Luminescence enhancement with different thiols 

Titrations of different thiols with these NPs were done in aqueous solution to characterize their 

specificity and scope. Four biologically relevant thiols with different molecular structures were 

chosen for the luminescence titrations with the NPs: dithiothreitol (DTT), N-acetyl cysteine 

(NAC), cysteine (CYS) and glutathione (GSH). Aqueous solutions of these thiols were made and 

titrated into NP solutions. PL spectra from an exemplary titration is shown in Figure 4-3a. Here, 

as the concentration of DTT increases from 0 to 20 µM, the NPs exhibit increasing Mn2+ PL. A 

scatter plot of PL intensity against [DTT] (Figure 4-3a inset) illustrates a linear increase in PL 

prior to a decrease at concentrations >20 µM. Similar luminescence enhancement is observed 

with other thiols. Figures 4-3b and 3c show luminescence increasing with different sensitivities 

to CYS and NAC, respectively. As the concentration of CYS increases from 0 to 25 µM, the NPs 

exhibit increasing Mn2+ PL (Figure 4-3b). The corresponding scatter plot of PL intensity against 

final [CYS] illustrates a linear increase prior to PL decreasing at concentrations >25 µM (Figure 

4-3b inset). Similarly, for NAC the NPs exhibit increasing Mn2+ PL (Figure 4-3c) as the 

concentration of NAC increases from 0 to 40 µM, and the corresponding scatter plot shows a 

linear PL increase prior to decreasing at [NAC]>40 µM (Figure 4-3c inset).So, these NP sensors 

exhibit turn-on luminescence in the presence of several biologically relevant thiols. In addition to 

sensing different thiols, this enhancement extends to different luminescent materials of interest, 

namely Mn2+:ZnCdSe/ZnS@SiO2 dual-emitting NPs of interest for optical thermometry. As 

shown in Figure 4-4 the PL of both peaks increases in the presence of DTT. This turn-on 
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response is perpendicular to the ratiometric changes in dual-emission with temperature, high 

lighting the utility of this turn-on sensing mechanism with these NPs.  

 

 
 

Figure  4-3 PL spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2NPs with medium ZnS shellsencapsulated in silica 

suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM (a) dithiothreitol (DTT), (b) L-cysteine (CYS), and 

(c) N-acetylcysteine (NAC). Insets: corresponding plots of normalized PL (PL change) with increasing 

thiol. 
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Figure  4-4 Photoluminescence spectra of Mn2+-doped ZnCdSe NPs with medium ZnS shells encapsulated 

in silica suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). 

 

 4-2-4 Glutathione sensing with different shell thicknesses 

In addition to the three thiols used in the previous section, the NPs also exhibited turn-on 

luminescence with GSH. To see if the tunability of the sensors using shell thickness extended to 

aqueous solution, we prepared Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with varying ZnS densities: thin, 

medium, and thick. The NPs with a thin ZnS shell did not suspend well in aqueous solution and 

their PL was too low to obtain good signal-to-noise. But, titrations of NPs with medium ZnS 

shells showed enhanced Mn2+ luminescence with increasing amounts of GSH (Figure 4-5a). 

Importantly, the probe luminescence was sensitive enough to differentiate GSH at concentrations 

of 0 to 22µM (Figure 4-5a inset). To assess if the sensitivity is tunable by adjusting the ZnS shell 

thickness, aqueous GSH titrations were also performed with NPs consisting of a thick ZnS shell 

(Figure 4-5b). The inset of Figure 4-5b shows the PL intensity initially increased a small amount 

before rapidly leveling off. No significant intensity change was measured between 

concentrations ranging from 9 to 420 µM. This experiment supports the notion that with 

increasing surface protection and passivation through ZnS shells, the NP sensitivity is greatly 

reduced. The overall decrease in brightness is most likely attributed to the formation of an 

alternative annihilation pathway for the excited exciton to travel often ascribed to defects present 

at core-thick shell interfaces. 
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Figure  4-5 (a) PL spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with medium ZnS shells suspended in PBS with 

successive addition of 10 mM L-glutathione (GSH). As the concentration of GSH increases from 0 – 25 

µM, the Mn2+ PL simultaneously increases. (b) PL spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with thick ZnS 

shells suspended in PBS with successive addition of 10 mM GSH. The Mn2+ PL increases as [GSH] 

approaches ~10 µM, and quickly levels off. Insets: corresponding plots of normalized PL (PL change) 

with increasing thiol.The medium shell sample shows linear PL restoration prior to plateauing at 37 µM. 

The thick shell sample shows nearly immediate stagnant PL response towards with no significant change 

in PL response over a range of 9-420 µM. 
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 4-2-5 Thiol selectivity 

 
Figure  4-6: (a) Scatter plot of normalized Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 PL vs analyte concentration for GSH, 

GLY, MnCl2, and LYS.(b) PL response of NP solutions in the presence of various analytes. Relative 

intensities were obtained by averaging the PL response as a function of concentration. Multiple regression 

analysis results indicate all control analyte PL intensities were significantly less than GSH, NAC, and 

DTT. 

Although sensitivity to several analytes can be advantageous under some conditions, broad 

analyte enhancement of NP PL limits the utility of these sensors. Further investigation of 

additional biological analytes revealed salts and amino acids did not induce sufficient optical 

emission (Figure 4-6). Figure 4-6a shows a scatter plot of the PL change of these NPs in the 

presence of GSH and several other analytes. Although the NP PL increases at first for both 

glycine (GLY) and MnCl2, a rapid decrease follows beyond a concentration of few µM. The PL 

spectrum of NPs and lysine (LYS) exhibits a small decrease initially before a continuous 

decrease at concentrations approaching 45 µM. PL spectra with corresponding scatter plots can 
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be found in the SI (Figures 4-7 to 4-10). Further analysis of this data and that for other analytes is 

plotted in Figure 4-6b. ANOVA and multiple regression variance tests indicate that the thiols 

tested produced stronger PL responses than control analytes. NAC and DTT exhibited a p-value 

threshold of 0.02 and GSH a value of 0.07. The signal response of the NPs is very selective 

towards biological thiols relative to other salts and amino acids. 

 

 

Figure  4-7: Left: Photoluminescence spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with medium ZnS shells 

encapsulated in silica suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM NaCl. Right: Corresponding 

scatter plot. 
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Figure  4-8: Left: Photoluminescence spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with medium ZnS shells 

encapsulated in silica suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM lysine (LYS). Right: 

Corresponding scatter plot. 

 

 

Figure  4-9: Left: Photoluminescence spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with medium ZnS shells 

encapsulated in silica suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM glycine (GLY). Right: 

Corresponding scatter plot. 
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Figure  4-10: Left: Photoluminescence spectra of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs with medium ZnS shells 

encapsulated in silica suspended in PBS with successive addition of 1 mM MnCl2. Right: Corresponding 

scatter plot. 

 

 4-2-6 Prospects for multimodal imaging and sensing 

Mn2+-containing materials can be used as contrast agents in MRI. To assess the potential use of 

these NPs as bimodal imaging agents and sensors, we examined their magnetic properties in the 

presence and absence of DTT.Addition of thiol to the NPs increases the Mn2+ PL likely through 

interaction of the thiol with the NP surface. The exact nature of the enhancement is not certain 

but is probably due to passivation of surface defects through reduction of oxidized ions on or 

near the NP surface. If these are Mn ions, a change in magnetic properties could be observed. 

Based on the thiol-NP PL data, we also expect the medium shell thickness sample to exhibit 

more of a change than the thick shell sample in the presence and absence of thiol. The medium 

shell sample should also exhibit faster relaxation because the Mn2+ are more isolated from the 

surface in the thick shell sample. The T1 values measured for these Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs 

(Table S1) are very similar for all NP samples despite shell thickness or thiol presence. Also 

evident from the table is the small difference between the relaxation times for the blank samples 

(water) and those of the samples with NPs. This indicates the effect of the NPs on relaxation time 

is small under these conditions. This is not surprising as the concentrations of NPs needed for 

optical imaging are much smaller than those required for MR imaging. The low concentration of 

Mn2+ in the samples and the isolation of these cations from their surroundings by the shells and 

layers of other material added would also decrease the effect of the NPs on relaxation time. 

These results highlight the additional challenges in multimodal sensor design for luminescence 
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and magnetism. Optimizing a sample for optical imaging and sensing of an analyte in a specific 

concentration range can limit the usefulness of the probe for magnetic measurements. These NPs 

designed for tunable thiol sensing are not optimized for use in magnetism, but the potential for 

multiparameter control provides an enticing opportunity for sensor design and development.  

 

Analytes p-value 

GSH-DTT       0.6064518 

GLY-DTT         0.0002633 

LYS-DTT         0.0000016 

MnCl2-DTT            0.0000015 

NAC-DTT               0.9267174 

NaCl-DTT          0.0000001 

GLY-GSH 0.0705745 

LYS-GSH 0.0019124 

MnCl2-GSH 0.0030278 

NAC-GSH 0.9976071 

NaCl-GSH 0.0002704 

LYS-GLY 0.9137878 

MnCl2-GLY 0.9808447 

NAC-GLY 0.0175741 

NaCl-GLY 0.7065187 

MnCl2-LYS 0.9997852 

NAC-LYS 0.0003176 

NaCl-LYS 0.9997029 

NAC-MnCl2 0.0004637 

NaCl-MnCl2 0.9847784 

NaCl-NAC           0.0000373 

Table  4-1 p-values for thiols and control analytes. 
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Run 
NCs 

(s) 

+DT

T (s) 

Wat

er (s) 

1 

 

2.54

888 

2.63

426 

2.60

044 

2 
2.53

549 

2.71

390 

2.69

495 

3 
2.59

246 

2.64

803 

2.59

054 

4 
2.63

351 

2.64

220 

2.61

833 

Table  4-2 T1 values for medium shell Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 NPs before and after thiol addition. 

 

 4-3 Summary 

Mn2+-doped NCs exhibit turn-on luminescence in the presence of thiols. Tunable sensitivity is 

obtained simply by changing the thickness of the ZnS barrier shell, controlling the ability of thiol 

to interact with the NC surface. This behavior, first observed in organic solvent, can be preserved 

in aqueous solution when a silica shell is added to the NCs. This is demonstrated by 

luminescence enhancement with several thiols of interest. Using several control analytes, the 

NPs are shown to be selective for thiols, although not necessarily able to distinguish between 

thiols. Optimization for a desired sensing range is possible for the concentrations and analytes 

included here. Mn2+-doped NPs have potential for multimodal imaging, although these probes, 

designed for tunable thiol sensing, are not optimized for use in MRI. Nevertheless, these NPs are 

stable within aqueous environments and superior to other opticalsensing agents such as organic 

dyes.These findings are helpful in enabling further investigation of intracellular sensing of GSH 

and other thiols. The potential for tunable control over luminescent and magnetic properties 
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provides an attractive opportunity for multimodal sensor advancement.Further development 

hinges on successful deployment of these NPs in biological environments and balance of 

magnetic and optical properties to mitigate the decrease in sensitivity and brightness but still 

achieve enhanced relaxation times. 

 4-4 Materials and Methods  

All the chemicals used are commercially available and were used without further purification; 

Manganese(II) chloride tetrahydrate (MnCl2•4H2O, 99.99%), L-glutathione reduced (≥98.0%), 

Sodium chloride (NaCl, ≥99%), oleylamine (OLA, ≥98%), dodecanethiol (DDT, ≥98%), 

Agerose, selenium (≥99.5%), sulfur (≥99.5%), tetramethylammonium chloride (NMe4Cl, ≥98%), 

triethylamine (TEA, ≥99%), octadecene (ODE, 90%), IGEPAL (CA-520, CA-630, CA-720), 

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 99.999%), ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH, 7N), agarose, 

cyclohexane, toluene, water, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and chloroform from Aldrich, N-

acetylcysteine (98%), phenylselenol (PhSeH, 98%) and methanol (MeOH) from Acros, zinc 

nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O, ≥99%) from J. T. Baker, acetone, dithiothreitol (DTT), 

glycine (≥98.5%), cysteine (≥99.5%), and L-lysine (≥98.5%) from Fisher.  

 4-4-1 [NMe4]2[Zn4(SePh)10]  

The cluster precursor was prepared by adapting previous methods.44,45 Three separate solutions 

were prepared and degassed for 30-60 minutes by bubbling with N2: 1) Zn(NO3)2•6H2O (7.318 

g) in 35 mL MeOH, 2) Me4NCl (4.42 g) in 20 mL MeOH, and 3) TEA (9.5 g) in 20 mL MeOH. 

Under a N2 overpressure, PhSeH (10 g) was added to solution 3, followed by stirring for 20 

minutes. Solution 1 was then transferred to solution 3 dropwise via cannula, forming a cloudy 

solution. Next, solution 2 was cannula transferred to solution 3 over a period of 10-30 min, 
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followed by cooling in an ice bath for 30 minutes. The solid was then filtered and rinsed 

thoroughly with MeOH and toluene, yielding a white powder. 

 4-4-2 Mn2+:ZnSe and Mn2+:ZnCdSe Nanocrystals 

Colloidal Mn2+:ZnSe NCs were synthesized by adapting previously described methods.14,45 

Briefly, OLA (10 g), MnCl2•4H2O (0.0012 g, 6.1 µmol), and for the ZnCdSe alloys 

CdCl2•2.5H2O (0.0146 g, 64µmol), were combined in a flask and degassed at 100 °C under 

vacuum for 120 minutes. After cooling below 80 °C, the cluster precursor (0.2 g, 0.1 mmol) and 

Se (0.0108 g, 0.137 mmol) were added under N2 overpressure. After briefly degassing the 

solution under vacuum at 100 °C, the reaction is heated to 280 °C under N2 and the NCs are 

grown at this temperature for 15 minutes. After cooling below 80 °C, the NCs were isolated by 

precipitation and resuspension with methanol and toluene, respectively. 

4-4-3 ZnS passivation shell growth  

For addition of zinc sulfide to the nanocrystal surfaces, a previously reported procedure was 

adapted42. First, core particles, suspended in a small amount of toluene (about 25-50% of a core 

synthesis, above) were added to a 50 mL three-neck flask containing octadecene (ODE, 1.5 g) 

and oleylamine (OLA, 1.5 g). The reaction flask was kept under vacuum at 100 °C for 30 

minutes. Under a nitrogen atmosphere, the reaction was heated to 220 °C, at which point an ODE 

solution containing zinc oleate (0.2 M) was added to the nanocrystal suspension over a period of 

3-4 minutes, by syringe. The zinc precursor was allowed to react for 25 minutes prior to the 

addition of the sulfur precursor. A solution of sulfur in ODE (ODE-S), formed by combining 

elemental sulfur (1 mmol) and ODE (5 mL), was added to the core solution over a period of 5 

minutes, using a syringe pump. The precursors were allowed to react for 25 minutes prior to the 

addition of more zinc precursor. This process was repeated until the desired shell thickness was 
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reached. Following synthesis, these nanocrystals were washed by repeated precipitation with 

ethanol and resuspension in toluene.  

4-4-4 Water-soluble Mn2+:ZnSe Nanoparticles 

A previous procedure was adapted to form silica encapsulated NCs soluble in aqueous 

solution43.Core/shell NCs were washed by repeated precipitation with acetone and resuspension 

in chloroform. Silica shells were prepared by adding IGEPAL (1.3 mL, CA-520, CA-630 or CA-

720) to glass vials containing cyclohexane (10 mL). This solution was stirred for 30 minutes 

before 200 µL of dispersed NCswere added. After stirring for 15 minutes, TEOS (80 µL) was 

added and the solution was stirred for 10 minutes. Finally, NH4OH solution (150 µL) was added 

and samples were stirred overnight.  

4-4-5 Agarose gel protocol 

A uniform solution of 0.05 g agarose in 5 mL water was prepared using a hot bath and then after 

cooling the solution to about 70 °C, 1 mL of aqueous solution of desired NPs was added to it and 

mixed thoroughly. The mixture was sonicated until an air-bubble free gel formed.  

4-4-6 Physical measurements 

In this study a Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer was used for recording UV-vis 

absorption spectra. A PTI Quanta Master 400 fluorometer was used to record PL spectra and 

perform thiol titration experiments. The samples were prepared in a cuvette with a stir bar. A 

syringe pump was used for the titration with injection of thiol via a syringe as described 

previously46. While stirring, spectra were taken at intervals of 2-30 minutes, depending on sample 

brightness and sensitivity. Titrations were done until luminescence saturation or decrease. For 
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MRI measurements, a sample of Mn2+:ZnSe/ZnS@SiO2 was diluted in 5 mL distilled water and 

divided into two tubes. Then, DTT (0.0224 g, 0.15 mmol)was added to one of them The 

longitudinal relaxation time of these samples was determined using an inversion recovery pulse 

sequence using a 14.1 T NMR system (Bruker Avance III, WB, 600 MHz NMR-MRI).  

 4-5 Conclusion 

Our results show that the shell thickness of Mn:ZnSe@ZnS QDs affects the sensing properties of 

NCs significantly. The thick shell prevents interactions of matrix components with Mn(II) ion in 

both organic and aqueous medium resulting no sensing performance of QDs. The QDs with thin 

shell have sensing performance both in organic and aqueous medium. The QDs with thin shell 

has high sensitivity in organic solvents, but they lose their sensing property in aqueous medium 

permanently.  
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Chapter 5 - Mild condition post-synthetic modification of InP QDs 

 

 5-1 Introduction 

Colloidal NCs have a lot of applications in a variety of devices such as photocatalysis1–4, light 

emitting diods5,6, displays7–9 and solar sells.10–14 In colloidal inorganic nanocrystals, more than 

half of the atoms can be at the surface15 and due to that, properties of these materials can be 

significantly affected by the chemistry of their surface.7,16–21 Due to that, a lot of studies are done 

on the modification of the surface of NCs especially in case of the quantum dots (QDs) in which 

the optical properties are very sensitive to the surface chemistry of particles.16,22–25 

Because of the high toxicity of cadmium, indium-based quantum dots, notably InP, have 

attracted a lot of attractions due to their emission in the visible region of electromagnetic 

spectra.26–30 One of the aspects of the studies on InP quantum dots is improving optoelectronic 

properties through surface passivation using inorganic ligands. There are reports on using ionic-

liquids for in situ ligand-striping and etching of InP QDs. In these studies, a long reaction time 

used for HF generation from the decomposition of ionic liquids.31,32  The drawback of in situ 

formation of HF at high temperature is long reaction time. Ramasamy et al. reported a new 

technical procedure for the synthesis of InP QDs with narrow size distribution and shown that 

besides slow heating of reaction mixture, the reaction mixture needs to be kept at high 

temperature for a very short time to minimize size distribution broadening caused by the Ostwald 

ripening process.33 With that, in case of in situ HF etching, long reaction time causes more ligand 

stripping and etching but also size distribution broadening due to Ostwald ripening. 
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Moreover, materials that are in the reaction mixture affect the synthesis of NCs. Koh et al. 

showed that the formation of highly reactive intermediate species in the mixture of indium 

myristate and tris methylsilyle phosphine cause formation of NCs with broad size distribution in 

fast heating synthesis, but in presence of Zn(II), different intermediate will be formed which 

leads formation of NCs with narrow size distribution.34 Also, it has been shown that impurities 

can affect the NCs synthesis and surface properties. For instance, it is shown that an unusual long 

degassing process in the synthesis of PbS is necessary. Trace water generates hydroxyl groups 

which coordinate to the intermediate clusters and affect the size and surface properties of the 

final nanoparticle.35 In the case of InP NCs, at the early stage of synthesis, water interacts with 

phosphorus precursors36, and at the late stage of the synthesis, hydrolysis of water affect the 

intraparticle processes.37 These both affect the size distribution of NCs. Water can be introduced 

to the reaction as an impurity or as a product of decarboxylation reaction38, amidation reaction.37 

As the continent of water is dependent on the purity of reactants and the reaction time and 

temperature, controlling the size and size distribution of NCs has been challenging. Introducing 

more reactants to the reaction mixture of InP synthesis for in situ modifications can affect the 

water content of the reaction mixture both as an impurity and as a product of side reactions. On 

the other hand, anions also affect the synthesis due to their different effects on the stabilization of 

NCs.39  

The post-synthetic modification has also used for surface passivation of InP NCs. The advantage 

of this method is that as the etching process is carried out after the synthesis, one can have better 

control over synthesis of NCs. Micic et al. showed that the HF etching of InP as a post-synthetic 

modification removes long lifetime defect luminescence by removing or passivating surface 

states and yields high quantum yield. They claimed that phosphorus vacancies act as a trap and 
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causes long red-shifted emission and etching has no effect on the band-edge emission of the InP 

QDs which has short red shifted40. They believe that upon HF or NH4F etching post-synthetic 

modification, phosphorus vacancies and oxygen will be replaced by fluoride ions40.  In their 

study, they used a methanolic solution contains 10% water and 5% HF as the etching reagent and 

dispersed tri-n-octylphosphine oxide TOPO caped InP QDs in n-butanol as solvent40. 

Talapin et al. used HF-photoetching to prepare size selective monodisperse InP QDs of different 

sizes with quantum yields in the range of 20-40% at room temperature41. They claim that the 

dangling bonds of the surface phosphorus act as a trap for photogenerated holes and etching 

helps passivation of the surface via interaction of fluorine with the dangling bonds41.  

Mnoyan et al. used fluoric and sulfuric acids and UV irradiation to prepare electrostatically 

stabilized, with no alkyl ligands on the surface InP QDs with 16% quantum yield.42 They showed 

that for selectively etching of nonradiative sites of InP QDs, fluoric acid needs to be in the 

reaction mixture. They also showed that ligand exchange could lead to higher band edge 

emission of QDs and different sized of NCs can be obtained through etching.42  

In this chapter we will address/answer following questions:  

I. Is it possible to use metal ions for surface ligand exchange based on hard and soft 

ion/ligand classification?  

II. Does the ligand exchange cause surface passivation and give luminescent QDs? 

  

 5-2 Result and discussion 

 

 5-2-1 Etching and size of the NCs  

Due to the nonlinear relationship between the diameter of NCs and their volume the etching of 

NCs intrinsically can causes size distribution broadening. The surfaces of particles of different 
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sizes have different energies43–45 and consequently, can undergo etching with different rates. A 

simple theoretical study on spherical nanoparticles shows that as in etching ions will be removed 

from the surface of particles and because the smaller particles have a smaller surface, which 

means that in the case of removing one layer of ions from a large particle, more layers will be 

removed from small particles. For simplifying we assumed that etching happens with the same 

rate on NCs regardless of their size. This means that first, etching causes size distribution 

broadening, and second, as etching affects the smaller particles more, an asymmetrical size-

distribution diagram will be obtained from etching of samples with asymmetrical size-

distribution diagram (Figure 5-1). 

 

 
Figure  5-1 Theoretical calculation on size distribution change of spherical NCs via an etching process. 
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As the band gap and absorption spectra of QDs are size dependent, here UV-Vis absorption 

spectra of NCs are used for the study of the etching of NCs.  Figure 5-2 shows how the 

absorption of NCs change by their size. The relationship between the size of both CdSe and InP 

NCs and their absorption is non-linear.39,46  

 It means that for two sample of NCs with different sizes but same size distribution _for instance 

one sample 3 nm ±.3 and one 5nm ±0.3) absorption feature and emission of the larger InP NCs 

sample will be narrower than of those of smaller one. 

In comparison with CdSe, in the case of InP NCs, size distribution broadening will cause more 

broadening in absorption feature and emission of NCs. In another word, for two samples of InP 

and CdSe NCs to have the same emission spectra, the size distribution of InP NCs needs to be 

much narrower than of CdSe. This intrinsic deference made InP NCs synthesis more challenging 

because the resulted NCs need to have more monodispersity to give narrow emission spectra. 

 
 

 
 
Figure  5-2 Size-dependent absorption of CdSe and InP NCs. 
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With this, it is necessary to start etching with NCs with very narrow size distribution. For this, 

InP NCs with narrow size distribution were prepared by the slow heating process and to have 

more; we performed size selection precipitation as well. Figure 5-3 shows the absorbance spectra 

of the initially synthesized NCs. As it can be seen, the size distribution of NCs seems relatively 

narrow; however our size selection separation shows that particles with very different sizes had 

been formed in the synthesis.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure  5-3 Absorption spectrum of as-synthesized InP NCs and larger and smaller obtained after size 
selected precipitation. 

 
This difference in absorption is very large regarding etching study. It should be noted that the 

reproducibility of the etching process is dependent on the size distribution of the sample. In the 

synthesis, NCs with different sizes will be obtained and from synthesis to synthesis, a different 

combination of NCs of different sizes will be formed. In the other word, although the UV-Vis of 

different synthesis might have exitonic peak at the same wavelength, the size distribution of NCs 

might be different or the abundance of different sizes NCs can be different. These differences 
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cause using the same amount of the etching reagent for etching samples obtained from different 

synthesis gives different results.  

To have an idea about the minimum and maximum amount of InCl3 needed for etching a 

calibration curve of the amount of InCl3 VS InP were prepared. To do a systematic etching, 

based on our calibration curve, we set six different amount of etching reagents and to check the 

reproducibility we placed three reactions for each amount. Figure 5-4 shows the UV-Vis of NCs. 

As it can be seen, more amount of InCl3 cause more etching. The UV-Vis spectra of etched NCs 

are recorded in DMSO, and the scattering spectra of NCs indicates their low solubility. We 

found that etched NCs are insoluble in CHCl3 and tend to disperse in polar solvents; however, 

more etched NCs have higher solubility in DMSO than lees etched ones. The graph of 1st 

exitonic peak VS amount of InCl3 shows that there is not a linear relationship between change in 

absorption feature and the amount of etchant. There can be several explanations for it. As 

explained,  the etching affect the size of NCs and (figure 5-2) there isn’t linear relationship 

between size of NCs and 1st exitonic peak and second, etching happen in term of volume and 

smaller NCs have much less volume, and less amount of etching is needed for their etching 
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Figure  5-4 a) Absorption spectra of the etched NCs b) scatter plot of 1st exitonic absorption of etched NCs 

with different amount of InCl3. More InCl3 causes more shift of the 1st exitonic absorption of the etched 

NCs to higher frequencies.  

 
To make the scatter plot, the 1st exitonic peak of each spectra was determined using the second 

derivative of each graph. Scatter plot also shows that for smaller NCs less amount of etching 

reagent is needed. It also shows that etching of NCs has very good reproducibility, especially for 

larger NCs. It should be noticed that high level of etching results in small NCs which are very 

susceptible to the etchant and very small change in the amount of etching reagent affect the result 

significantly _for very last two cases, the difference in the amount of the etchant is 1 mg. With 

that, the amount of the etchant needs to be measured very accurately and the small error bars for 

highly etched samples can be because of the uncertainty in measuring InCl3.   

Presence of fluoride-containing salts in etching reaction cause NCs to have emission. Figure 5-5 

shows the emission of NCs and scatter plot of FWHM of emission spectra of NCs. As it can be 

seen, more etching leads to bigger FWHM due to more size distribution broadening. Although 

we used size selected precipitation technique to have initial NCs with narrower size distribution, 

it should be noted that the samples are not monodisperse and as etching have more effect on 

smaller NCs, it causes size distribution broadening, especially for highly etched samples.  
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Figure  5-5 a) Emission spectrum of etched NCs b) scatter plot of FWHM of the emission of the etched 

NCs. More InCl3 causes more shift of the emission spectra to higher energies and also broder emission 

spectra. 

  

We observed that etched NCs have no solubility in non-polar solvents and precipitate out of 

etching mixture and as it can be seen from UV-Vis spectra, they low solubility in polar solvents.  

Figure 5-6a shows UV-Vis absorption spectra of a set of NCs before and after etching TEM 

image of a sample before and after etching. The NCs size has shifted from 4.37 nm to 2.07.  

 
 

 
 
 

a b c 
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Figure  5-6 a) TEM images of initial NCs, b and c) etched NCs with different amount of InCl3 and d) UV-

Visible absorption of the NCs. 

 
 
The crystalline structure of NCs studied before and after etching using XRD analysis and as 

shown in Figure 5-7 The peaks are broader after etching due to the decrease in the size of the 

NCs. 

  

 

d 
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Figure  5-7 XRD pattern of InP NCs before and after etching. 

 

 The etching process studied using other metal salts and Bu4NBF4. Figure 5-8 shows the UV-Vis 

absorption spectra of the etched NCs using MnCl2 and CdCl2. It was observed that the absorption 

spectra of NCs shifted to higher wavelengths which indicates formation os smaller NCs but the 

no emission was observed in this cases.  

 

Figure  5-8 UV-Visible absorption of the InP QDs etched using CdCl2 and MnCl2. 

In case of using ZnCl2 emissive NCs obtained. It also observed that Bu4NBF4 also can be used as 

the source of fluoride ion and results in emissive NCs. 

 

 5-2-2 1H, 19F, and 31P NMR studies 

The mechanism of the etching process is studied using NMR analysis. We found that InCl3 has a 

very low solubility in CDCl3 compared to CHCl3 and because of that we did our reactions for 

NMR studies in mixtures of CHCl3 and CDCl3. Figure 5-9 shows the 1H-NMR spectra of the 

reaction of InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 with InP NCs in 2:1 mixture of CDCl3 and CHCl3. As is shown in 
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figure 5-9, all main peaks are assigned to organic chemicals that used in the preparation of initial 

InP NCs or for etching step. 

 

 

Figure  5-9 1H NMR spectrum of the etching solution of InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 with InP NCs in 2:1 mixture 

of CDCl3 and CHCl3. All peaks correspond to compounds used I the preparation of InP QDs or etching 

process. 

 

The 19F-NMR gives more information about species that are formed in the reaction. As shown in 

figure 5-10, besides doublet peaks related to PF6
- at -71 ppm and -73.5 ppm, 47 new peaks are 

observed at -83.3 ppm and -85.9 ppm which are related to PO2F2
-. Also, a peak at -152.16 ppm is 

observed which corresponds to BF4
-.48, 49 
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Figure  5-10 19F NMR spectrum of the etching solution of InP NCs using InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 in CDCl3 

and CHCl3 (2:1). The peaks at -71.6 and -73.5 ppm correspond to doublet peaks of PF6
− and peaks at -

83.3 and -85.9 ppm correspond to H2PO2F2 in (A). The peaks around -151.8 ppm in (B) correspond to 

BF4−, likely formed from etching of glass vial (Borosilicate). 

 

To find the origin of BF4
-, 19FNMR of the reaction of InCl3 with Bu4NPF6 in a mixture of CHCl3 

and CDCl3 was studied. As shown in Figure 5-11, the peak related to BF4
-  appeared at -151.9 

ppm. This peak is seen after adding InP NCs to the reaction mixture. This shows that BF4
-  is not 

absorbed on the surface of NCs and stay in the solution.  
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Figure  5-11 19F NMR spectrum of the etching solution containing InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 in CDCl3 and 

CHCl3 (2:1) before and after adding InP QDs. The peaks around -152 ppm in corresponds to BF4−.  

 

Figure 5-12 shows hydrogen coupled and hydrogen decoupled 31PNMR studies of the sample. 

The triplet peak centered at -19 ppm is related to H2PO2F2
+ and heptuplet peak of PF6

- is 

centered at -143 ppm50 and the peak at -237.2 ppm in H-decoupled spectra indicates the 

formation of PH3 during the etching process. This PH3 peak split to 4 peaks in  H-coupled 

spectra.  
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Figure  5-12 proton-coupled and decoupled 31P NMR spectra of the etching solution of InP QDs 

containing InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 in CDCl3 and CHCl3 (2:1). The triplet peak centered around -19.2 ppm 

corresponds to H2PO2F2
+, heptuplet peak of PF6

- centered at about -143 ppm and peak at about -237 ppm 

of PH3 which split to four peaks when coupled with hydrogen. 

 

To find if the H2PO2F2 and PH3 are originated from InP NCs or PF6
-, the reaction of InCl3 and 

InP NCs is studied.  Figure 5-13 shows the 31P NMR spectra of the reaction mixture and the peak 

at -237 ppm which split when measuring hydrogen coupled spectra indicates the formation of 

PH3. This observation, indicates that PH3 is originated from InP NCs.  
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Figure  5-13 proton-coupled and decoupled 31P NMR spectra of the etching solution of InP QDs 

containing InCl3 in CDCl3 and CHCl3 (2:1). The peak at about -237 ppm corresponds to PH3 which split 

to four peaks when coupled with hydrogen. 

 

In another study, 19F NMR of reaction of InCl3 and Bu4NBF4 with InP NCs was addressed.  As 

no peak related to H2PO2F2 was observed (Figure 5-14), the origin of this compound should be 

PF6
- ion. In 31P NMR spectra of the sample, peak of PH3 was observed at -237 ppm which split 

in case of recording 1H-coupled spectra (Figure 5-15).  
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Figure  5-14 19F NMR spectrum of the etching solution containing InP QDs, InCl3 and Bu4NBF4 in CDCl3 

and CHCl3 (2:1).  No peak related to H2PO2F2 observed. The peaks around -152 ppm in corresponds to 

BF4−. 
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Figure  5-15 31P NMR spectrum of the etching solution containing InCl3, Bu4NBF4 and InP in CDCl3 and 

CHCl3 (2:1). The peak corresponds to PH3 which split to four peaks when coupled with hydrogen is 

appear at about -237 ppm. 

 

Our study showed that no reaction happens using just CDCl3 as solvent and addition of CHCl3 is 

necessary for the etching process to happen. The reason for this can be the presence of EtOH as 

stabilizer and trace amount of water as an impurity in CHCl3.  As can be seen in figure 5-16, in 

the absence of MeOH no peak related to the formation of PH3 was observed in 31P NMR study 

shows that but, after addition of MeOH, the peak related to PH3 emerged.   
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Figure  5-16 31P NMR spectrum of the etching solution containing InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 in CDCl3 with and 

without MeOH. Ds. I case of pure CDCl3 no peak related to the PH3 observed but, after adding MeOH, 

PH3 peak appeared at around -237.  

 

 5-2-3 Zeta potential measurements  

 
Zeta potential measurement carried out using a ZetaPALS zeta potential analyzer, Brookhaven. 

NCs are separated using centrifuge and dispersed in DMSO. Figure 5-17 a and b show the 

measured zeta potential for etched NCs in the presence of Bu4NPF6 containing salt and without 

using F- containing salt respectively. The zeta potential is positive no matter if the PF6
- is used in 

the etching process or not. It should be noticed that as DMSO is not an option in the used 

instrument, there can be inaccuracy with the magnitude of the measured zeta potential value. The 
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positive values indicate cationic surface due to the presence of cations on the surface. The NMR 

data indicate the presence of H2PO2F2
+ ion in the reaction mixture, but as etched NCs in the 

absence of F- containing salts have positive charge, the surface charge can be resulted from 

surface indium ions generated from formation of P-H bonds (Figure 5-18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  5-17 Zeta potential measurements of the NCs from etching of InP QDs using InCl3 in the presence 

of Bu4NPF6 (A) and without Bu4NPF6 (B). Positive charge indicates the presence of cations on the surface 

of the QDs. 

 

Figure  5-18 Possible mechanisms of positive charge formation on the QDs surface 

 

5-4 Mechanism 
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Considering formation of PH3 in the reaction mixture, the etching is due to the presence of acid 

in the reaction mixture. It is known that reaction of metal ions with water can form acid. 51-54 The 

source of acid can be reaction of InCl3 with trace water of the CHCl3. On the other hand, 

formation of BF4- indicates presence of HF in the reaction mixture. Decomposition of PF6
- can 

generate HF and fluoro phosphates such as PO2F2
-.55-58 The reactions regarding etching are 

shown below. 

In3+ + 6 H2O  In(H2O)5OH + H+  

2H2O + PF6
- PO2F2

- + 4HF 

3H+ + InP  In3+ + PH3 

  

 5-3 Materials and Methods 

All the chemicals used are commercially available and were used without further purification;  

methanol (MeOH) and Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6, 99.8%), from 

Acros, palmitic acid (PA, ≥99%), octadecane (ODE 90%), indium chloride (InCl3, 99.9%), 

toluene, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO ≥99.9%)  and chloroform (CHCl3 99.8%) from Sigma-

Aldrich; tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (P(TMS)3), 98% (10% in hexane), tri-n-octylphosphine 

(TOP) (97%), and indium acetate (In(OAc)3, 99.99% trace metals basis) from Strem. 

  

 5-3-1 Synthesis and etching  

The NCs were synthesized as it described Ramasamy et al.39 First, 10 ml stock solution of 

In(PA)3  from degassing Indium acetate (1 mmol) and palmitic acid (3 mmol) in 10 mL of ODE 

for 2h. Separately, in a 250 ml three-neck flask, Indium acetate (0.15 mmol) and palmitic acid 

(0.45 mmol) were mixed with 10 mL of ODE and degassed at 110 for 2 h. Then, after refilling 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrabutylammonium_hexafluorophosphate
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with N2, the flask was cooled to RT. Then, a solution containing 0.1 mmol of (TMS)3P and 1 mL 

of TOP was quickly injected into the flask. And the mixture was heated to 305 °C (15 °C/min) 

and kept at that temperature for 2 min. Then the heating mantle was removed and the reaction 

was cooled down to 210 °C.  At this point 1.5 mL of previously prepared In(PA)3 stock solution 

was injected to the reaction mixture and kept at 210 °C for 30 min and then cooled to RT. Then, 

a solution containing 0.1 mmol of (TMS)3P and 1 mL of TOP injected into it and heated up again 

in the same way as described before. The growth process was repeated for four times.  

After synthesis, the QDs were washed using toluene as solvent and acetone as a precipitating 

agent. During the washing NCs, were separated based on their sizes using less amount of acetone 

and lower centrifuge rpm. After washing for 4 times, NCs were dispersed in chloroform and after 

adding ACN, precipitated out using centrifuge and dispersed and stored in chloroform.  

To etch NCs, under an inert atmosphere, 0.0050-0.0200 mg of InCl3 was placed in glass vial 3 

ml of chloroform was added to it and then 0.5 ml of InP NCs stock solution containing Bu4NPF6 

(50 mM) added to it and stirred overnight. Then the particles centrifuged out and stored in CHCl3 

or DMSO. 

 

 5-4 Summary 

In summary, a new method for room temperature, post-synthetic etching of InP NCs is studied. 

The combination of InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 used for ligand stripping and etching of NCs. The size of 

final NCs can be tuned by controlling the amount of InCl3. The study showed that the presence 

of fluoride-containing salt is necessary for surface passivation and band edge emission of the 

NCs. Our expectation was surface ligand exchange but we found that due to the formation of 
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acids in the reaction mixture, an etching process causes change in size and HF causes surface 

passivation and obtaining luminescent QDs with different sizes. 

  

 5-5 Conclusion 

 In this study, we achieved our goal which was obtaining luminescent QDs, but it happens 

through a different mechanism. Our goal was ligand exchange, however, what we observed is 

acid etching of QDs. The mixture of InCl3 and Bu4NPF6 in CHCl3 forms HF and HCl acids and 

these acids etch QDs and yield luminescent QDs. By controlling the reactants concentrations, the 

amount of formed acids can be controlled and the etching process can be tunned.   
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion 

In this dissertation, a mixture of dichalcogenides with different reactivities used for the synthesis 

of highly branched nanocrystals of ternary cadmium chalcogenides. Study of the effects of 

chalcogenide ratio, and reaction time on the morphology and composition of final QDs leads to 

the demonstration of shape evolution mechanism of QDs, and it’s shown that simple tetrapod 

QDs and hyperbranched QDs can be obtained by controlling the reaction conditions.  

Emissive QDs, were obtained through doping of hyperbranched ZnSeS QDs with Mn(II) ion 

which used for thiol sensation. It was observed that the more branched QDs have higher 

sensitivity to thiols. 

The effect of ZnS shell thickness on the turn-on luminescence thiol sensing of spherical 

Mn:ZnSe@ZnS in the aqueous and organic matrix was studied. It observed that QDs with thin 

have highest sensitivity in organic medium but no performance in an aqueous matrix. Thick ZnS 

shell causes QDs to have a very low sensitivity to thiols. QDs with medium-thick ZnS shell, give 

the best performance in the aqueous medium. The NCs had no performance for thiol sensing 

using MRI. In our study, we have not optimized our NCs preparation steps for MRI study. 

We also studied HF free post-synthetic etching of InP NCs under mild condition using InCl3 and 

Bu4NPF6. To best of our knowledge, it is the first report on the etching of InP NCs in such 

condition. Luminescent NCs with different sizes obtained by tuning the etching process using 

different amounts of InCl3. NMR studies show formation of PH3, BF4
- and H2PO2F2 in the 

reaction mixture. Formation of these species indicates that the etching process is probably due to 

the formation of acid in the reaction mixture. The mechanism of the etching is not revealed fully 

in detail yet and understanding it will help more precise control over the etching process for 

obtaining NCs better optoelectronic properties. 
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